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ABSTRACT
v

What la Louisiana getting far Its multi-mlUlon dollar Investment and

annual expenditure of thousands of dollars for correctional services?

Is

this what we want, ar should we strive for something better? This thesis
attempts to answer these questions in terms of a reformulation of major cor

rectional theories.

These theories are organized here Into two approaches to

the problem of correction, designated as the legalistic and scientific systems.

Their basic premises are, respectively, the traditional concept of free will
and the scientific conoept of multiple causation In human behavior.

This study concerns Louisiana State Penitentiary, the Board of

Parole, and the Division of Probation and Parole of the Louisiana Department
of Public Welfare.

Today these agencies are found to be legalistic in their

conception of their function; their reciprocal relationships are a matter of

administrative expediency rather than therapeutic necessity, that Is, the

individual offender Is subjected to a segmented approach by Independent,
loosely co-ordinated agencies instead of a continuous treatment process.
They do not employ scientific methods.
When the problem of correction of adult felony offenders Is viewed

from broader perspectives, it Is found that many perplexing problems remain

to be solved.

In Louisiana, ve do notJkncw how many such offenders there

are; their fate Is too largely decided on the basis of inadequate information

and accidents of geography.

Although administrative and therapeutic considers

tlans both Indicate that the agencies dealing with these Individuals should
be Integrated, no study has been made to determine what the most felicitous
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auspices would be.
Important, advances have been made in Louisiana in recent years, but
much yet remains to be done.

The writer proposes a Louisiana Correctional

Commission as a first step in the orderly evolution of a conceptually
consletent and scientifically oriented correctional system.

CHAPTER I

THE EVOLUTION OF A CCRRECTIOMAL STSTBM
Major Concepts of Correction
In penology, in probation, and In parole there exlat today wide areas

of disagreement and controversy In regard to theory and methods which are
reflected In the diverse range of organisational types and services offered

by the various Jurisdictions. An analysis of the major Ideas espoused by
the various authorities can be enlightening and useful In the task of Identi

fying the differences In approach to the problem of correction of criminal

offenders; additionally, such an analysis can provide a basis far and simplify
the task of evaluating individual agencies and systems.

When the literature

of the field Is reviewed, It Is found that many Ideas are expressed which are
consistent with and complementary to each other which, at the same time, are
Individually and collectively Inconsistent with and contradictory to others.

If these various Ideas are grouped so that mutually compatible ones are

placed In exclusive groups, two prevailing systems emerge which can be stated
in their extreme forms.

These will bo referred to here as the legalistic

system and the scientific system, respectively.

I. The Legalistic System.

The rationale of the legalistic system can be

stated approximately as follows.
A.

All individuals possess and exercise free will.

They can accept and

reject Ideas; they can discriminate between what is good and what Is evil;
they can and do direct their own behavior through the acceptance of the

good and the rejection of the evil.
1
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B.

If an individual violates the law, l.e. injures the group, he has

voluntarily chosen an evil course of action.

By so doing, he has in

curred a debt to society) society must exact payment through inflicting

an equivalent injury to him.

C.

Such injury to the offender will serve as a deterrent to him when he

Is again tempted to violate the law; other individual members of the
group, witnessing the retaliation of the group, will also be deterred
from choosing the evil.
D.

Ostracism, l.e. exclusion from participation in the group and denial

of privileges accorded group members, is the noct suitable penalty in the
usual case.

Although it is no longer practicable to ostracise an indi

vidual from the state, he can be ostracised from the group within the
confines of the state.

I X.

We are new confronted with two agfi problems:
1. Custody. The individual must be prevented from rejoining the
group until ho has paid his announced debt.

2. Maintenance. Since the penalty is not death, the prisoner
must be provided with the necessities of life.
It is unjust and unfair that society should maintain in idleness those

who have violated its laws, but since this can not be wholly avoided
every effort must be exerted to ensure that the prisoner will contribute
to his maxinum ability to his own maintenance; the more effectively this

io done, the lighter will be the burden on society.
I.

Mot only is it costly to maintain prisoners for their full terms,

but it may be unnecessary:

some of them may be so chastened that no

further good can ensue from their continued confinement.

If a conditional

remission of a portion of their sentences is granted such prisoners,
certain benefits may accrue:

the prisoners will have the opportunity to
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prove their good intent lone , their sincerity, and their ability to lead

a lav-abiding life; society will be relieved of the burden of maintaining

them,
G.

A decision to so release a prisoner, to parole him, involves a change

in the conditions under which his sentence is served.

Such a decision

Is therefore a quasi-Judicial decision.
H.

In return for the privilege of serving part of his sentence outside

the institution, the prisoner agrees to conduct himself during the remainder of his sentence according to rules of behavior aet forth in a

written contract between him and the state.

I.

It is possible that the prisoner may make the contract in bad faith,

or he may violate its terms after his release.

It is necessary, then,

that an agency be set up to enforce the contract.

If a parolee is found

to have violated the contract, the state may terminate It and re incarce
rate him

Although a discussion of probation Is not one of the tasks undertaken

In this paper, It is necessary to show that it can be thought of in terms of
these major concepts in order to make clear the conments sot forth in the con-

eluding chapter

J.

Some individuals who violate the law may do so more or less accldsn-

tally, cr through ignorance; ar they may enjcy a reputation for previous
good behavior; or they may be already so chastened by the fact of appre-

hension, or a remorseful conscience, that remission of the entire sentence,
or deferring of sentence, may be desirable.

They can thus be given the

opportunity of proving themselves and the state vlU be spared the expense
of maintaining them in prison.

<•

The decision to remit the entire sentence, probation, is a Judicial

1<

decision.
/

L.

In return far the privilege of serving his sentence outside an

institution, the offender agrees to conduct himself according to certain
rules of behavior set forth in a contract between him and the state.

M.

Since the contract between the offender and the court, as an agency

of the state, may be made in bad faith by the offender, or he may later
violate its terms, it is necessary that the state set up an agency to

enforce the contract.

If a probationer is found to have violated the

contract, the court may terminate it and remand him to prison.
II,

The Scientific System.

The rationale of the scientific system can be

stated approximately as follows.

A.

Criminal behavior is symptomatic of a defective relationship between

the offender and the society in which he lives.

The factors involved

are both personal and social, but the cause of such behavior is a con

figuration of these causal factors which Is unique to the individual.
Stated differently, the cause of crime In an individual case is a coupler
of personal and social factors peculiar to the Individual.
B. The social factors are a concern of our society as a whole, and
are thus not within the purview of law enforcement end other agencies

which have been Bet up to deal with those who violate the law.

The

latter agencies are concerned with the individual and his adjustment to
a relatively stable society.

C. More specifically, the function of correctional agencies is to pro
vide a program of study, diagnosis, and treatment, with the objective of
producing within the individual offenders a greater over-all ability to

meet the pressures of life in a socially acceptable way.

This implies

both a strengthening of the personality in its various aspects and a
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correction or re-adjustment of faulty modes of functioning through the
use of scientific knowledge and methods.

D.

Far the protection of the Individual, far the protection of society,

and for therapeutic expediency institutional treatment is often neces
sary.
E.

Ve are new confronted with two new problems:
1. Custody. The individual must be prevented from rejoining
the group until the therapeutic efforts have produced sufficient
change in him so that he may be reasonably expected to function
in accordance with the standards of the group.
2. Maintenance. The diagnostic and treatment problem presented
by each case will be easy ar relatively difficult to solve. In
any event, provision must be made far the maintenance of the
individual till institutional treatment is no longer required.

The cost to society of each prisoner, while not easily calculated, is

large.

In it must be included losses as a result of his illegal acti

vities, the cost of maintaining law enforcement agencies, the cost of
the courts and prosecuting officers, the cost of maintaining him in

prison, the loss to society of his potential production, the cost, in
many cases, of providing financial assistance to his family, the cost of

the taxes he might pay as a productive citizen, and possibly others.

Un

less the individual is so changed that he will lead a law-abiding life,

society may have to pay many of these costs during his entire life

time.

Although it is recognized as desirable for a prisoner to contri

bute through his efforts to his own support, the savings thus effected
are not only paltry, but are illusory if this is done in a short-sighted

manner which sacrifices ar delays in any way the therapeutic objective.

F. It is costly to the state and detrimental to the individual to

maintain him in an institution after that point has been reached where

he can be expected to make an acceptable adjustment in the community.
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It 18 therefore in order at thia point to test the effectiveness of
the treatment by permitting bin to return to the connunlty, provided,

however, that further treatment will be required In the Institution If
hls adjustment Indicates It Is desirable.
G.

A decision to so release a prisoner, to parole him, Is an executive

decision based on treatnwnt considerations.
H.

Parole, so conceived, is a phase In an integrated program of treat

ment; it Is additionally a testing of the effectiveness of institutional

treatment under less restrictive conditions.
I. When he has been paroled, a prisoner has progressed from one phase
of a treatment program to another.

Personnel must be provided to con

tinue the treatment program under these changed conditions.

If It Is

found that a parolee was unready for this phase of treatment, ar If he
regresses, the agency may return him to the Institution far further
treatment.

Probation, considered from the viewpoint of a scientific rationale,
be thought of as follcnrs:

J.

Some Individuals who violate the law may do so more ar less acciden

tally, or through Ignorance; the behavior nay be symptomatic of a condltion which can be most effectively treated outside an institution without

great risk to society.

If such Is the case, extra-mural treatment

without a prior period of Institutional treatment may be therapeutically

Indicated.

I K.

The decision to choose this type of treatment Is an executive decision

based on diagnostic and treatment considerations.
L.

Probation, so conceived, is a treatment method.

M.

Since probation is a treatment method, it Is necessary that personnel
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be provided to give this service.

If it ie found that this method

ie not meeting with success, end Institutional treatment aey, the

treatment farm may be later changed.
The Sources of Controversy and ConfusIon
I.

Intra-sy atomic.

There Is roam for controversy and differences of

opinion of greater or lesser importance in both the legalistic and scientific

rationales.

The Independent paroling agency, for example, is a subject of

much controversy among those authorities who see the paroling function as a

quasi-judicial function
In the matter of parole granting agencies, there are differences of
viewpoint as to whether these should be central boards, Governors, ar lnstl-

tutlonal boards.

There are varying viewpoints as to who should be parole

board members; should the members be public officials serving ex-offlclo as

parole board members, ar should they be private cltlsens?

composed of both?

Should they bo

If private cltlsens are parole board members, should they

bo appointed by the Governor, by the Governor with the advice ar consent of
the Legislature, ar by some other method?

Should parole board members serve

on a full-time ar part-time basis, ar should some members serve full-time and
others part-time?

Should members be paid salary, per diem, expenses, ar

some combination of these?

Should the chairmanship rotate among the members,

ar should one member serve continuously In that capacity?
should there be?

Should their terms be overlapping?

How many members

Bov long should their

terms be?
Since the organization of present correctional agencies Is an out

growth of a pro-scientific approach to the correction of criminal offenders,
It is possible to offer such an example.

We do not have a similar example
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to offer in a scientific approach because an organization designed to meet
the needs of a scientific rationale has not yet fully evolved in practice)

any example which could be offered at this time would, therefore, be only

speculative.
II.

Inter-syatomic.

Certain features of correctional theory and practice

are compatible and others are incompatible between the legalistic and the

scientific approaches.

A.

The following list is merely suggestive.

Legal provisions.
1.

The determinate sentence.

A determinate sentence is one that

is fixed by the law at a definite period of tine.

From a

legalistic viewpoint, since each offender receives the sane sen

tence for the same offense, it is fair and equitablej from a
scientific viewpoint, in which the focus is on the offender, the

treatment needs, methods employed, and length of treatment necessary
can not be determined in advance by the particular crime the Indivi

dual counits.
2.

The indeterminate sentence.

An indeterminate sentence is a

sentence that has no upper or lower limit) as such a sentence
exists more in theory than in practice, for practical purposes, sn

indeterminate sentence is one that does provide for both a minima

and maximum term.

From a legalistic viewpoint, the indeterminate

sentence imposes no special problems in the program applied to the

individual) from the scientific viewpoint, a completely indeterminate
sentence is the most useful one in ensuring flexibility and facili

tating treatment method changes.
3.

Automatic consideration for parole after a pre-determined portion

of the sentence has been served.

From a legalistic viewpoint, this
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f&lr and equitable and facilitates the routine and automatic

handling of cases; from a scientific viewpoint, consideration
for parole is automatic and continuous; such mandatary require
ments will result In the wasting of time in formal consideration

of cases which, from a treatment viewpoint, are not ready far such
consideration, and will result in delaying cr injuring the prospects

for rehabilitation of those Inmates who might have been ready far
parole consideration at an earlier date.

B.

Organizational features.

maiden of function.

Organization is, ar should be, the hand

As the functions of agencies, ar their functions as

they see them, differ, it is expected that the type of organization

required to implement the functions will also differ.
parole board offers an excellent example of this point.

The Independent

From a legalis

tic viewpoint, the decision to parole is a quasi-Judlolal decision; this

implies, if not as a sine qua non, at least a virtue in the separability
of the body exercising this authority from both the institution and the

parole service organization.

From the scientific viewpoint, the concept

of an independent board is entirely extraneous an organizational feature
of a correctional system.

C. Methodological considerations.

It is doubtful if there ever has

been, in any place, a purely legalistic ar purely scientific system of
correction embracing the three institutions considered here.

As a

matter of historical fact, modern penology and parole have come about
and developed at different times and places.

They each represent a

coming together and bringing to fruition of diverse practices arising
in certain cultural milieus as suitable methods for the handling of

criminal offenders.

They have all developed, moreover, independently,
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and as legal devices.

Inherent in the concepts of modem penology and

parole Is the idea of reformation of the offender.

There has been the

tendency in these agencies, as entities, to modify their theories and

the methods by which this objective is to be accomplished in accordance
and conformity with advances in science and increasing knowledge about

the dynamics of human behavior and psychopathology.
scientific and legalistic approaches converge:

It is here that the

scientific methods are

Inherent in a scientific system? such methods are desirable and not

incompatible in a legalistic system.

D. Semantic considerations.

When an individual whose approach to cor

rectional problems is largely a legalistic one, discusses such problems

with an Individual whose approach is more or less scientific, consider

able confusion oust ensue as a result of their using ths same termino
logy to which each ascribes meanings derived from his special viewpoint.

To one, institutional treatment may mean a program emphasising work and
vocational education? to the other the essential element may be psycho

therapy based on a psychiatric diagnosis.

The essence of parole service

to one may be its contractual nature? to the other, it is quite clearly

social casework service.

I.

Vestigial influence of older theories.

Although it can be clearly

seen that the over-all trend has been the adoption of scientific methods

in accordance with scientific understanding of causation, the influence

of historical theories continues to pervade the field of correction in
various ways.

The religious approach, for example, is still clearly in

evidence in the Federal Probation system, in Which a large number of

probation officers are former ministers or have had training for the

ministry.

This is not to say that religion does not have an important
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role to play In correction, but that as an approach, aa a basis far
treatment, it is no longer applicable.

The Influence of the Irish

marks system seems to be evident in references to the progress of

an inmate from the institution to parole as being In the nature of
promotion.

Aside from whatever merit it might otherwise have, the

enthusiastic war-time endorsement and promotion of the practice of

paroling inmates to the armed services suggests a reversion to the
ancient practice of ostracism or the mare reoent practice of exportation.
The two basic, central and interdependent problems in the field of

correction now emerge:
I.

Making internal changea In our present correctional agencies to bring

about a redirection of their total activities based on the knowledge near
possessed about causation and correction of criminal behavior.
H.

Re-arganlxatlon of our present agencies (usually an aggregate of Inde

pendent ar semi-Independent entities) into a correctional system (in which

each part has a fixed and necessary relation to the whole and to all other

parts) in conformity with our viewpoint that correction is a single, contin
uous process.
Currently, emphasis is on desirable internal changes, l.e. on the

administrative requirements of a changing methodology.

We find, therefore,

concepts of service and personnel standards receiving much careful attention
and discussion In correctional literature.

Re-arganiiatlon of correctional agencies into an integrated system can
be supported on either one ar both of two bases, (1) it eliminates over-lapping
and duplication of work and, (2) it is a sine qua non in the concept of cor
rection as a single, continuous treatment (in the scientific sense) process.

By reference to one ar the other of these bases, agreement can be had that
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correction is a single, continuous process while those who so agree are in

fundamental disagreement.

Again, it is a problem of semantics.

Tor example,

according to the Coumlttee on the Model State Plan, The American Prison

Association, "There is growing acceptance of the principle that the adult
offender can be dealt with most effectively in a continuous, coordinated, and
integrated correctional process, and that he should not be dealt with succes
sively by independent and loosely coordinated services, each of which pays

little attention to what the others have done or may later do".^

But the

Association later expresses the opinion that there should bo a parols board,
that such boards have two functions:

"one the eeml-Judloial function of

granting and revoking paroles, the other the administrative fmotlon of

directing the parole staff, the work of parole supervision, etc.".

In con

trast to this, R. Clyde White, who very obviously sees correction as a "single
continuous process", states,
.... It is assumed that granting parole is setae kind of quasiJudicial act. As a matter of fact it is, like promoting a student
from one class to another, a purely executive act. Vobody has
ever suggested that a state administrative board be set up to de
termine the date when a patient in a hospital for the insane should
be furloughed or, to use the more common term, paroled. Tot the
deprivation of personal liberty in the case of the oounltment of
a citlsen to an institution for the insane is Just as complete as
In the case of an offender sentenced to prison. Ths Insane person
has an absolutely Indeterminate ’sentence' while the prisoner
usually has an indeterminate sentence within the limits of a mini
mum and a maximum time fixed by law.
insane person is sick in
one way, and the offender is sick in another way. Io board of lay
persons is qualified to pass upon the release from custody of either. 3

^The American Prison Association, Manual Of Suggested Standards for a
State Correctional System. A Report Prepared by the Cormlttee on the Model"
State Plan (lew Torkt The American Prison Association, 1<A6), p. 7.

f P • 75 •
Clyde White, "State Administration of Adult Probation and Parole,"
Federal Probation. April-June, 19U1, p. 16.
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It should not be necessary to labor the point that, no matter how
scientific the methods employed, no correctional system can reap the full

benefits that should naturally accrue from their employment unless the over
all organization provides the requisite structure in which to apply them; It
should be clear also, that providing for a quasi-judicial parole decision,
instead of an executive decision based an diagnostic and treatment considera

tions, is entirely unsuitable as veil as unnecessary, as an organizational
feature In a scientifically oriented correctional program.

Recognition that

"correction as a single, continuous process" may be either an administrative

ar a therapeutic concept is virtually non-existent; that It Is generally con
sidered as an administrative concept is Indicated by the authoritative
statement.

.... If the principles enunciated in the chapter on Scope
of the State Correctional System are accepted, the administra
tive structure of the state correctional system vlll include
the administration of institutions and parole, and may Include
probation supervision. The most difficult problem involved In
effecting such a plan is the preservation of necessary Inde
pendence without sacrificing equally necessary integration.
It is essential to good parole procedure that those who exercise
the function of granting paroles, and revoking them if necessary,
shall be entirely Independent In their decisions. . .
From the viewpoint of a scientific approach to the problem of correction, It

might be stated succinctly and simply, the necessity for an integrated cor
rectional system arises out of therapeutic considerations, out of the fact

that such organization offers the most suitable vehicle in which scientific
methods can be employed.

Increased administrative efficiency and economy,

while Important and desirable, are thus incidental and secondary ty-products

of integration.

^Bae American Prlacn Association, op. clt.r p. 10.
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Far use In this thesis then, evaluation of correctional agencies can

be made on the following bases:

Individual agencies are evaluated in terms of their adoption and use

of scientific methods:

correctional systems are evaluated in terms of

(1) the adoption and use of scientific methods In various phases of treatment

and (2) the extent to which a continuous, coordinated treatment program is

provided.
C\^ ’X

Recent Ganges in Louisiana

Extensive changes have been made at Louisiana State Penitentiary,
especially since May, 1952, and other changes are in progress and are planned.

Changes were made in the State’s method of handling parols actlvltiea in 1940,
in 1942, and in 1948.

From 1948 till 1952, all parole activities were

handled by an administrative board.

In 1952 the composition of the Board of

Parole was changed, the number of members was increased, and the Board was
relieved of the responsibility of administering parole services.

As of

May, 1954, the Board of Parole is responsible for granting and revoking

paroles and far setting policy with reference to parole activities.

The Divi

sion of Probation and Parole of the Department of Public Welfare is reap analtie

for administering parole services.

In view of the extensive changes that have taken place, it is in

order to take a more than cursory look at these agencies, both singly and

collectively.

Our purpose is to set forth in some detail the changes that

have been made; from the broad perspective outlined in the preceding section,

these agencies will then be discussed individually with reference to their
character and functioning.

At any one time the institution, the paroling authority, and the
parole service agency may be loosely or closely coordinated or may be
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partially ar cocpletely Integrated In a variety of vaye.

The relationship

may be a changing one, just as the Individual agencies involved may themselves
be changing, progressing ar regressing in response to scientific advancement,

financial considerations and political farces.
then, what these relationships are.

We vill vant to know also,

That is, from the aspect, of administra

tive efficiency, ve vill vant to knew what information is exchanged, vhat
procedures have been established far the exchange of information, vhat dupli

cation of effort and overlapping may exist.

As the effectiveness of these

relationships as an element in the process of meeting and resolving Indivi

dual social maladaptatlons of a large number of people throu^i the in
strumentalities of institutional treatment and parole is important, these

relationships vill be discussed also from the aspect of therapeutic expe
diency and necessity.

CHAPTER II

LOUISIANA STATE PEHITEHTIAKT
Authority and Function
1950 legislation provided that the super intend ent of the penitentiary

should have "general management and control over the convicts conmltted to

the penitentiary, their custody, discipline, welfare, and safety."^

The lav

further provided that the superintendent should "enact rules far the grading
and classifying of the convicts according to the most modern and enll^itened

system of reformation, the assignment and character of work, the prohibition

of harsh or cruel punishment, the rigit of a convict to coonvnlcate directly
vi th the superintendent without Interference of an offleer, the purpose being
to restore and reform the individual to a better man, physically, intellectual

ly, and morally.
An amendment to the Louisiana Constitution in 1952 transferred all

functions of Louisiana State Penitentiary and all employees with their
functions to the newly created Board of Institutional

The Board of Institu

tions Was empowered also to appoint the head of each institution far which it
was given responsibility.

\cts of Louisiana. 1950. Act Io. 65
8a&.
3A9ts of Louisiana. 1952. Act Io. 40
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Early History

Ab

one historian has asserted, the prison systems in ths South were

an outgrowth of the climate, the race problem, and a largely agricultural

econony.

Penal farms vere considered to be an improvement over and a method

of eliminating the abuses of the alternative methods of handling prisoners
through leasing them to private contractors ar using them in building and

maintaining public roads.

He has described Louisiana State Penitentiary as

it existed in 1928 as foliose:

The state prison in Louisiana consisted in 1928 of a receiving
station near Baton Rouge and two plantations, a large one of some
18,000 acres and a smaller one of 3500 acres. The receiving station
has a hospital for the prison system and quarters far a few men em
ployed in manufacturing clothing and shoes for the general prison
population. Men are ordinarily held but a short time and then trans
ferred to one of the plantations.
Louisiana Prisons are in charge of a general manager nominated
by the Governor and confirmed by the senate for a four-year term.
The general manager receives a salary of $6000. He appoints the
wardens, determines the policy, and is responsible far the entire
management of the prison system.
The warden is responsible for the general supervision of the men
on the plantations. Discipline is handled by the warden and general
manager Jointly. Trusties for guard duly are selected by the warden.
Each plantation is in charge of a superintendent, and each camp
unit is in charge of a captain and foreman, the number depending on
the sise of the group.
The men are housed in dormitories. The units care for an average
of 150 men. The cooking is done for each camp separately. Same of
the newer units have a large recreation room between the dormitory
and the mess hall, which la used for shelter on rainy days and as a
recreation room during the evenings.
In 1928 there were 1,687 prisoners distributed as follows:
Angola
8 units for men
1203
Women's unit
62
Men In hospital
19
Hoad camp
152
Oakley
Plantation
158
Receiving station
93
The chief product of the plantations is sugar cane. The culti
vation of this crop and the building of levees, running the sugar
refinery for part of the year, and construction work provide em
ployment for all the men. . . .
The major part of the population is distributed in conparatlvely
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snail housing units scattered over the plantations. Seven of the
housing units are built of brick. There la a good relation between
the administration and the men and there is a recognition of the
value of recreation in the development of a good morale.
On the other hand, the use of inmates as guards exists in
Louisiana as in Mississippi, Florida, and Arkansas. The dangers of
this system are obvious and need no special emphasis. The use of
the lash as the major punishment is a method open to grave abuse.
No effective restrictions are provided to avoid abuse. Striped
clothing is still worn. There is no prevision for education, although
there is a high degree of illiteracy among the inmates A
Evaluative Criteria

Into our prison go persons who ml^it never violate the lav again,

persons who can be so strengthened by their prison experience that they viU
become useful citizens, and persons whose biological inheritance is so weak,

ar whose psychological injury 18 80 deep-seated that they are incapable of
living in the community without violating its lave.

It is recognized here

that far the lust group the function of the prison is primarily, if not

solely, custodial.

Although the prison has a custodial function In respect

to the first two groups, the focus should be on their rehabilitation.

Such

rehabilitation implies psychological changes; these changes are brought about

by a relationship ar relationships between the inmates and skilled personnel;
the use of various tools ar equipment by that personnel may be necessary; the
climate must be one of decency and humaneness.

Surveys of prisons are ordinarily made by analyzing the organization
and administration of the Institutions.

A logically organized and properly

equipped and staffed prison is necessary if it is to perform its functions.
Such a thorough-going analysis is not necessary far the purpose of this

study:

we want to knew if certain needs requisite for the accomplishment of

^Fred B. Haynes, The American Prison System (New York;
Book Company, Inc., 1939) pp. 193“195.

McGraw-Hill
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rehabilitation are being provided for the prisoners.

How they are being

provided, and their cost, either absolutely ar comparatively, is Irrelevant
The needs of prisoners are categorised as follows:

to this purpose.

I.

Basic Weeds.

Every prisoner should be provided with food adequate in

amount and quality to maintain good health j it ahould be palatably prepared

under sanitary conditions.

Every prisoner should be supplied with clothing

properly fitted and suitable for the climate and the conditions under which
he lives; he should have a sufficient number of changes so that through his

own efforts and institutional facilities ho can maintain personal cleanli
ness.

Every prisoner should have shelter that adequately protects him against

the elements, that is properly lighted and ventilated, and that affords him
the maximum degree of privacy commensurate with institutional living.
Availability to washstands, toilets, and bathing facilities should also, of

course, be provided; they should be functioning and sanitary.

In ardor to

maintain reasonably good health and comfort, medical and dental care are

also necessary; by this it is not meant that physicians and dentists ahould
be available for emergency situations only, but that examination should bo
routine and periodic and treatment ahould bo prompt and adequate.
H.

Morale Factors.

Because men's needs are not exclusively physical,

provision must bo made far these other needs, such provision being the
second element in the climate of decency and humaneness prerequisite to re

habilitation.
A.

Prisoners need:

To have their time occupied.

To be needed, to have a degree of

responsibility, to be occupied in some constructive task during a large
part of each day seems to be essential to the well-being of man and a

character is tic of his on-going nature.
B.

To bo able to participate in a variety of recreational activities
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vlth others and alone.

Man la a social being.

His personality Is

farmed by contact and Intercourse vlth his ovn kind, and Is largely

determined by the quality of that contact.

The opportunity for the

physical exercise, the competition, the feeling of solidarity vlth a
group In a Joint effort of some kind, along vlth the exercise of his

vlts, seem to be conducive to his feeling of veil-being.

In addition

to group activities, prisoners also need the opportunity for recrea

tional activities alone, perhaps practicing some skill ar reading far
pleasure.

C.

The opportunity to spend same time In the privacy of their cam

thoughts.

Mental and emotional ^rovth are the outcome of the inte

grative processes of the personality.

Men must have the opportunity

to relive their dally experiences, to evaluate them, to relate them to

each other and to the past, to consider them In relation to the future,
and to thus make them part of themselves.

This process, perhaps, Is

vhat takes place when men are alone and "doing nothing".

D.

Fair, impartial, and appropriate measures for enforcing discipline

upon them.

Favoritism, cruel and unusual punishment, excessive punish

ment, all arouse resentment and hostility, Inhibit the individual's
ability to establish a normal relationship vlth those In authority,
lessen his desire to cooperate In the effort to Improve hie condition,
and place him more squarely in opposition to authority.

X.

To be able to maintain through correspondence and visits contact

vlth those people vlth shorn they have affactional ties.

Without

question, all vlll agree that one's familial and intimate associates

have much to do vlth the flavor of life in the present and hope for the

futurej concern for them vlll certainly Inhibit progress i ooonunlcatlon
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with them and assurance of their well-being lessens the pain of

separation and frees one to move ehead.

HI. Rehabilitative Activities.
A.

Activities which have as their objective the increasing of the

prisoners' general social adaptability.

Among these we include all

corrective medical and dental services; vocational training programs;

other education; a library well-stocked with carefully selected books;

cultural education, l.e. the teaching of the conmonly accepted values
of our civilisation, either in a separate program or combined with other
education.

B.

Activities which have as their objective the Individualised study,

diagnosis, and treatment of the prisoner.

Included in such activities

should be psychological testing of a hl^h order, psychiatric evaluation
and guidance, and counselling.

These activities should be seen as a

part of a total program for the Individual which utilises all other

pertinent activities and services of the Institution.

Such rehabilitative activities are usually considered to be within
the scope of the classification program, where the institution has such a

program.

It is important to note In passing, however, that '’classification”

Is a term which can be mare confusing than enlightening.

The term can mean

the separation of Inmates according to the degree of custody required,

offender class, type of offense, mental ar physical condition, vocational ar
educational assignment, or some other criterion; ar It can refer to any one
of these activities, If that Is what the classification program concerns

Itself with.

The point Is, that the existence of a classification program

In no way offers assurance of the existence of rehabilitative activities.
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The Sanford Report of J2&

In 19M* a survey was made of Louisiana State Penitentiary by the

(felted States Department of Justice, Bureau of Prisons and Federal Prison
Industries, Inc.,1 which Is enlightening an to the changes which had

occurred In the intervening years.
So far as food is concerned, It was described as adequate in quantity
and quality before preparation.

The trouble lay in vhat happened to It

before it was placed before the lnmaten.

The Inmates handling end preparing

the food were described as almost totally unsuited for such work.

Food

preparation equipment was described as practically non-existent, unsanitary,

obsolete, and primitive.

The report provides no information as to the

clothing needs of the prisoners, nor to the types and quantities issued to
them.

We do lesrn that laundry facilities at the Camp located at St. Gabriel

were practically non-existent, which is not too surprising In view of the

situation at the main reservation at Angola:
Laundering facilities on the Angola reservation are limited to a
small obsolete unit located at the women's camp and restricted
to the cleaning of women's clothing, hospital and staff laundry,
and infrequent washing of inmate bed-clothing. Mo sterilizing
facilities are available, and practically all male Inmate gar
ments are washed (y the individuals after working hours and
according to individual standards of sanitation.*
An equally depressing picture is painted of the housing for prisoners.

The report does not state with any exactitude Just what housing conditions

were, but from general evaluative statements It can only be concluded that

they were Inadequate In every respect:

"Housing facilities consist of

Joseph W. Sanford and Charles V. Jenkinson, "State of Louisiana,
Recommendations for Reorganization of the Penitentiary System" (A Survey Report
by the United States Department of Justice, Bureau of Prisons and Federal
Prison Industries, Inc., 19HU), pp. 1-251. (Mimeographed.)
2Ibid.r p. 50.
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barracks type structures, many in such a state of disrepair as to be entirely

unsuited far further use of any kind,"1 "two of the nine available camps had
been condemned as unfit far further use.’2

The buildings were described as

unsafe and unsanitary, the water supply Inadequate, end sanitary facllltlee
as practically useless.

The fire hassrd was described as grave.

Perhaps

the total Inadequacy of the older camps acoounte in part far the conditions

In the newer camps (Camp A and Camp B) which were said to bo "so overcrowded
that Inmates of all types and ages were bedded In double tier bunks, practi
cally adjoining one another.

One would suspect that Inmates living under such conditions would

present nodical and health problems requiring an elaborate and expensive
medical program, and this may reasonably be inferred to be a true state of

affaire.

The facllltlee and services available however could hardly bo

described as adequate for a number living under optimum conditions so for as

sanitation, and nutrition, end shelter is concerned.

The report relates,

Medical facilities consist of a small hospital unit capable of
caring for not more than about 60 patients, inclosing tubercular
oases. As a result, ooms Inmates requiring medical core have to
bo kept In bed at certain of the casps. The medical staff In
cludes two general physicians, a dentist, a pharmacist, and a
registered nwreo, who are working under almost Impossible con
ditions to attempt to meet the needs of almost two thousand
Inmates?

Unfortunately the report doos not enlighten us as to the number of tubercular

patients occupying that 60 bod hospital unit; nor do wo know the extent to

Xbld.. p. 1.
2fild., p. 15.

w.

p. 3
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which healthy inmates were needlessly exposed to Infection because of being
farced to live with the ill who could not be acoomaodated in the hospital.

The dangers in the situation were only too apparent at the tine the survey

was made, as "an epidemic was sweeping through most of the canjpe and the
segregation of even a snail portion of the affected inmates was impossible,
hence the only means of even attempting to control the spread of this
epidemic lay in quarantining the whole camp.

.<1

Of the factors previously mentioned as important in creating and

maintaining good morale only throe were mentioned, even indirectly.

We could hope that inmates living under such conditions

could

at least enjoy the solace of work to occupy their time and minds, and could
gain in the sloop induced by the hard labor generally thought to bo their

lot a temporary respite from the monotony and deprivation of their lives,
but such was not the case.

This is related to the poor methods of institu

tional management employed, the report relating "The raising and crushing
of sugar cans is the chief activity which appears to transcend in Importance

all other phases of institutional administration, employment, and treatment,
though the sugar operations themselves are conducted under relatively
primitive conditions and do not provide adequate employment for all ablebodied inmates, even during the harvesting season.

There were no recreational facilities of any kind provided, the

inmates occupying their free time "loafing around the limited, fenced-in
spaces enclosing groups of seventy to more than 100 inmates."3

LIbld.. p. 19.

2Ibid.. p. 2.
3Ibid., p. 19.
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At the time this report was written the traditional practice of using inmate

guards was still being used.

Although the report, in consenting on this,

emphasizes the inadvisability of the practice chiefly from the standpoint
of the dangers to the non-innate personnel, it is mentioned, ao far as hew
the practice affects prisoners is concerned, that "armed or unarmed Innate
guards and foremen exert a brutalizing effect on the morale of the institu

tion .

They have neither the ability nor the incentive to improve the

outlook or work habits of other prisoners."1

As preceding paragraphs have indicated, the focus of the survey was
on institutional organization and administration, the needs of the prisoners
being mentioned in the report almost incidentally, or at best as a secondary

consideration.

Because of the lack of exact information regarding matters

of moment in the living conditions and treatment of prisoners, we must

perhaps satisfy ourselves with conclusions gathered inferentlally from some
of the recozmendationa made.

These are:

1. Remove illiteracy wherever possible.
2. Supply creason school deficiencies
3. Give opportunities for cultural and general education
H. Provide Industrial and vocational training
5. Develop avocations and wholesome recreational and leisure time
activities
6. As a lees tangible but equally important accomplishment, create
in the prisoner, throu^j expanding his mental horizon, some under
standing of himself and of the underlying causes of his defection
and present situation.2

Stfttq Penitent,taxi -.1^1

In ths Spring of 1951 a committee of twenty-five distinguished
citizens from various areas of Louisiana who had been appointed several wmths

Sbid.j. p. 160.
2Ifeld., p. 175.
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previously, made a report to the Governor of the conditions they had found

existing at Louisiana State Penitentiary.

Their findings are set forth hero

in sumarized farm in accordance vlth tho criteria previously outlined.

I.

Meeting Basic Weeds.

At the time tho committee Inspected the cooking

and dining facilities at Louisiana State Penitentiary numerous deficiencies

were noted in regard to the preparation and serving of food.

Each camp had

its own kitchen unit; each unit operated completely independently of the
others, there "being no uniformity between them in regard to items to be

served and method of preparation.

Cooking equipment was described as "rough",

2

in Camp E, far instance, consisting of a large gas oven-range and steam
kettles.

Dining facilities were described by the Committee as being adequate

in all camp0 except Camp A, where the dining room was too small for the
number of inmates to be accommodated, and they could not, therefore, eat in

comfort.

One camp captain reported that his instructions were to feed the

men all they wanted, however, in another camp several prisoners reported
that they were being more adequately fed an the day of the inspection in

honor of the investigating committee.

A prisoner in one of the camps sur

reptitiously reported that the captain of his camp diverted the choicest
foods to his own use.

In the women's camp tho committee found that better

food was dispensed to the white inmates than to the negroes.

It was reported

that inspections were made of several camps during the preparation of meals

or at meal time, and that in each instance meals appeared to be entirely
adequate and balanced.

Observation of its soupy consistency led to the

Slote: The information contained in this section is drawn from sub
committee reports of the Governor's Committee which are available in the
llbraxy of the Public Affairs Research Council.
2

Leo B. Blessing, "Depart of the Sub-Committee on Camp E to the Chair
man of the Governor's Committee to Investigate Conditions at Louisiana State
Penitentiary'’ (n.d.), p. 3. (Mimeographed.)

explanation, in one Instance, that thia was due to the preference of the
Inmates.

This also was the explanation for the preponderance of starchy

foods and beans.

Frota such general observations and comments, and from

the general good physical appearance of the inmates, the conclusion of the
committee was that the quantity and quality of the food served to the inmates
were adequate.

In regard to the clothing of the inmates, the situation found to
exist ty the sub-consnittee investigating Camp E was, perhaps, typical of

that throughout the institution.

It was found that the broad-striped

trousers required by institution regulations were generally warn, but that

from the waist up the individual Inmates showed a preference far the variety

of T-shirts, sweaters, and jackets which they ware in preference to the

uniform shirt.

Each Inmate, it was reported, was issued two changes of

clothing, replacements, if available, being issued when they were worn out.
It was reported that each Inmate had Issued to him two pairs of shoes, those

being worn for work and far leisure; some inmates were issued boots if the
nature of the work they performed required this.

The committee observed

that little serious thought was given to correct sites.

Althou^ it was

reported that laundry service was provided weekly, Inmates complained to the

committee that when incorrect clothing was returned they were farced to wear
the same clothing for weeks.

The net result of this system of providing for

the clothing of inmates can be summarized by quoting from committee reports,
"Most all the clothing was dirty and quite a bit was also ragged.

Some

inmates wore Shoes while sane wore boots, and in the case of a few the
„1
footwear was muddy and badly warn.

P- 1
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No special sub-oomltteo was appointed to Investigate how prisoners
fared so far as adequate shelter is concerned.

Camp X far white prisoners,

and Camp A for negro prisoners were considered to have the worst living
conditions.

They can not therefore, be considered as typical for all

prisoners, but as differing from other camps in the degree of their Inadequacy.

According to the report, between 250 and 300 prisoners had their sleeping
quarters in Camp X, in "the second floor dormitory of a two-etory brick
building of uncertain age."***

In Camp X at the time it was inspected, were

142 double-deck bunks, some of metal and some of wooden construction.

The

mattresses and sheets were found to be dirty, and gave the appearance of

infrequent washing; around the bunks of the various Inmates were strung lines
upon which they dried towels ar other articles.

Far these 250 to 300 inmates

was one "antiquated water fountain with rusted colls."2

Bathing facilities

were found to Include five shower pipes; there was no provision far the
disinfecting foot-bath usually found in public shavers.

Toilet facilities,

which ware contained In a concrete room measuring about 12* by 12*, consisted
of a six-foot long urinal and five unseated toilet bowls.

For these

prisoners, there was one outside fire-escape; tram the dormitory opened one
door to the fire-escape, this door being kept locked; the key was in charge of
a man whose duties kept him at various parts of the camp.

As to the building

itself, it was reported as "too old and dilapidated."3

The committee did not give a detailed description of Camp A, but
the recommendation was made that the population should be greatly reduoed,

WP* 2.
3&id-> P. 3.
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a* the number housed there was too large far proper administration.
The women's camp was described, not in detail, but sufficiently so
that one can infer the general conditions:

"All quarters, however, are

antiquated buildings. . .with at least one instance of a large chink being

stuffed with rags to keep out the wind."*’ They ware described as fire*traps

heated by wooden staves, with the one redeeming feature of numerous exite.
II.

Morale Factors.

maintaining morale.

Certain factors have been selected as important in

These are:

to have one's time usefully occupied, a

variety of recreational activities, some privacy, fair and humane disci*
pUnary methods, and correspondence and visiting with relatives.

Some of

these factors were the subject of direct investigation; the situation as

regards others must be inferred from scattered and indirect references.
Was the time of the lunates occupied to the optimum degree in con*
structive tasks? This question is one the answer to which must be secured
inferentially.

It must be remembered that the predominant occupations at

Louisiana State Penitentiary were in the operatian of the farm.

This situs*

tion had not changed to any groat extent since the 19^ survey was made,
although there were, to bo sure, related activities in ths operation of the

cannery and the sugar mill; some inmates, also, wore employed in maintenance
and construction activities, and in ths tag plant (where automobile licensee

are made).

It must be assumed, however, because of the seasonal nature of

agricultural operations and the vagaries of nature, agricultural occupations
being predominant, that some deficiency existed in this respect.

To what

extent those considerations placed limitations on the occupational use of

^Taurraine Gcreau st al, . "Report of the 8ub-Committee on tbs Angola
Women's Camp to the Chairman of the Governor's Ccsnittoe to Investigate Con*
dittoes at Louisiana 8tate Penitentiary" (March 1J, 1951), p. H. (Mimeo
graphed.)
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time, can ba, of course, a matter of conjecture only.

"Recreation la left to the unguided imaginations of the inmates

themselves," remarks the committee.1 Thia, la, perhaps, an exaggeration,
but only a slight one.

Elsewhere the committee reported that movies were

shown at each canp trice weekly; the negro Inmates were reported to take a

great interest in baseball and other sports; there ess a band at Camp A;
inmates were permitted to hare radios.
Lest this recital imply an adequacy that did not exist, some further
description is indicated.

It is reported, for example, "When piotwres are

shown a screen is rolled down from the ceiling of the dormitory snd the

inmates recline on the bunks at one end of the room to view the films."2

The inadequacy of recreational facilities and programs was suimaed
up by the committee in the comment, "Thera appears to be a terrible lack of

organized and planned recreation, such as group activities, competitive
games, organized teams, suitable rooms for reading and relaxation. .

That habitual unwholesome or harmful recreational activities would be
continued under such circumstances is not to be wondered at; that those not
addicted to such activities Should be introduced to and Join in them is to be

expected.

That such was the case was recognised in the comment that

", . . .it appeared henrever, that gambling was one of the main recreational

activities at each of the camps.

As a matter of fact, a dice game was In

Essing, 9P, cit., p. 3.
2Jild.

^Carlos G. Spaht, "Report of the Bub-Cossslttee to Investigate Condi
tions Affecting Negro Prisoners at Angola to the Chairman of the Governor's
Ccmnlttee to Investigate Conditions at Louisiana State Penitentiary" (April 11,
1951), p. 3. (Mimeographed.)
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progress while we were Inspecting Camp A."l
To th® crushing impact upon prisoners of ihe condition® cited In

previous paragraphs must be added the methods employed in enforcing disci*

pllne.

The report relates that disciplining of prisoners was a responsibi

lity j largelyt In each camp, of the captain of that camp.

Tho chief and most

usual method of discipline, the committee reported, as revealed to them by
inmates, was whipping with ropes, sticks, and heavy leather straps.

Boos

prisoners exhibited marks on their backs made by these lnstrunmnta; one
hospital record wea seen of a prisoner who res admitted far a broken arm as
a result of a whipping, according to his story.

Not only were such measures used as a disciplinary method, but

physical indignity was, in at least one recorded case, the peculiar penchant

of an employee who gained the nickname of "Scalper" because of his occasional
grasping of Inmates by their hair, which he would snip off with a knife.

In

one instance, it wan related ty ar. inmate, the "Scalper's" alm had not been

true and the Inmate had been cut by the knife,2
No mention is made In the committee report of correspondence ar
visiting privileges, but it is known correspondence with relatives and semi
monthly visits by them have been permitted for a number of years.

IH.

Rehabilitative Activities.

Wo mention was made anywhere in the

cocmittee’s report, of the existence of any kind of activity designed to
produce an understanding of the Inmate or the influences operating within and

4bie.
2Latter from. Hon. Chris. Barnette to the Chairman of the Governor's
Committee to Investigate Conditions at Louisiana State Penitentiary, March 19
1951, P. 2. (Mimeographed.)
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on him that resulted In the commission of a legal offense.^
Louleiaa^.8tate Penitentiary - 1%4
On July 30, 195U, the writer vie 1ted Louis 1 ana State Penitentiary

and made a tour of part of the institution in the company of the Director
of Classification.

No attempt was made during this space of a few short

hours to make a complete survey, the objective being only the acquisition
of sufficient information to evaluate In a general way the present living

conditions of prisoners, factors affecting their morale, and the treatment

program.

I.

Meeting Basic Needs.

As related by the Assistant Director of the

Department of Institutions in Charge of Correctional Institutions, the
plant at Louisiana State Penitentiary was considered totally Inadequate by
the present administrators when they assumed responsibility far the Peniten

tiary, from the viewpoint of meeting the needs of prisoners and from the
viewpoint of efficient institutional management.

Because of their inadequacy,

It was felt that the abandonment of many structures then existing, or their
conversion to other use, would Involve little less; from a positive point of

view, new structures, designed and located In accordance with a comprehensive,

over-all plan, had much to offer In terms of Institutional management.

The

decision was made to build a new prison, to be designed and constructed along
the lines Indicated by modem penological thought.

In the meantime, only such

\n December 195^ the writer interviewed Mr. Joseph A. Winkler. Mr.
Winkler was Prison Classification Officer at Louisiana State Penitentiary from
19^6 to 1950. Sometime in the period from 19k6 to 19U8 he conceived the Idea
of employing prisoner counsellors, preferably social workers, to work with
Inmates in the Interest of their rehabilitation. A Job classification for
these positions was set up by the State Department of Civil Service, but
even though the salary offered was excellent and living accoasodatlons wore
to be provided, the plan was never carried out because of a lack of qualified
applicants willing to live at Angola.
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teuparary changes and repairs would be made to existing structures as were

necessary to alleviate the meet objectionable features.

The new prison is

still under construction, and will not be ready far occupancy far some months;
in the meantime, according to the Director of Classification, the conditions
under which prisoners live is little different from that found by the inves

tigating committee of 1951.
The writer visited Crap s.

The dormitory previously described, on

the second floor of the two story brick building, was crowded with single
bunks whore an estimated 1’5 to lfcO inmates sleep.

Although It is new less

crowded than it was in 1951, the conditions under which the inmates live
are otherwise much the sane; the bunko are placed fairly close together,

and strung around thorn are the lines upon Which Inmates dry clothing articles.

Below, at the foot of the central stair-case, is the washroom containing four

washstands, seven toilets, and five urinals.

Camp C was described by the Director of Classification as still the

worst from a physical viewpoint.

It Is near a trusty canqp occupied mostly

by those negro inmates who work in the field.
this visit, 2(A inmates quartered at this Crap.

There were, at the time of

Their dormitory was so

crowded with double-deck bunks, with hardly enough space between them far a
man to walk, that it was difficult to see how more than this number were
ever housed there.

It was stated that much the sane situation existed at the various

other camps:

they were cleaned up a little and minor repairs had been

made.

Baah prisoner is now provided with three complete changes of clothing,

except shoes.

The "big stripe" formerly worn has now been discarded, ordinary

prisoners wearing blue denims, trusties wearing pin stripes, and guards

3*»
wearing khaklec.

Special uniforms are provided ptrlaonsrs who work as

hospital attendants, ce kitchen helpers, and in the caimcrj .
who work outside are provided with pea-coats.

All prisoner■

Most prisoners veer boots ar

vark-ahoe type of shoes, approximately two pairs of shoes per prisoner

belng issued each year.

At the time this visit was made the arrangements for preparing and
serving food to prisoners vac. changed little, if any, frac that previously

described in 1951.

Instead of the Individual cooks or camp captains selecting

the Items to be served, the menus are prepared by a veteran navy etoward, an

employee who is in charge of food for the entire institution.

Th© objective

is said to be to provide meals comp-Brable to those served to s»n in military

No set standard, however , is followed, but it is felt by the

service.

authorities that boot assurance of adequacy la provided by the practive of

having all menus approved by the steward, the warden, and the physician.

The

menu far Friday, July 30, 1951*, the day the writer inspected the institution
is taken as typical:

Breakfast

Lunch

Dinner

Fried eggs (2)
Stewed fruit
oatmeal
Fresh milk
Toast and coffee

Salmon salad
sliced pickles
fried potatoes
boiled navy beans
cole slaw
broad, iced

fricassee of park
steamed rice
cut beans
bread pudding
broad and lead tea

Instructions are that prisoners are to be permitted to eat all they desire.

However, in order to accomplish this without causing excessive waste, each
prisoner is required to oat all the food ho tokos

Cooking equipment and dining facilities in the two camps inspected had
a well used appearance and little change appears to have been made in this

regard.

The assistant to the steward stated that While the cost of feeding

prisoners has been reduced, they are being better fed because of careful
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control to prevent diversion of foodstuffs, and maximum utilisation, e.g.
excessive tallow in butchering meat is rendered and sold far asking soap,
other meet by-products orc cooked end crushed and used to make food far the

hogs.

A clear picture of medical facilities van not obtained, but, it would
appeer, at least, on the surface, that some deficiency may exist here.

0n<*

physician, is employed an a full-time basis by the penitentiary; a surgeon,

a tuberculosis specialist, and an eye, oar, nose and throat specialist visit
the Institution weekly.

A dentist spends one day per week at the institution.

There is one full time pharmacist.
employed on a full time basis.

Six medical technicians and n’jreee are

It was reported that there are an estimated

100 beds in the hospital.
II.

Morale Factors.

According to the Director of Classification, all priso

ners are employed for a minimum of eight hours dally, a few working mare

than the prescribed number of hours because of the nature of their duties.
It was reported that recreational activities here been increased with

the employment of a physical education director in the education department.

Movies are shown outside in the Gunner months, and in the recreation room or
dormitory during the winter months.

There is a baseball diamond outside each

camp, and basket-ball hoops were observed at Camp E and Camp C.

A bookmobile

calls at each camp weekly; however, the only reading material being used at
Camp X, when it was visited inoediately after the lunch hour, were a few
magazines and a picture comic book, so far as could be observed.

It is reported that corporal punishment has been completely eliminated.

Discipline is now enforced entirely through assignment to the less desirable

employments, loss of credit for time off earned by good behavior, and solitary
confinement on a restricted diet.

It is reported that sufficient full time
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civilian guards ha'«r new been erployed to Meet the needs of the Institution
when the new centralized plant, is ccmplete; in the want toe, because of u

greater number of guardb are necessary, same Inmate guards arc still used.

According to published regulations! , inmates are now permitted a
two-hour visiting period Heal-monthly; this may be divided among several

visitors as they see fit.

Via its by others than members of the inmates’

families, ar special visits, are possible with advance permission from the

warden.

Each inmate is permitted to receive no more than seven personal

letters each week.

Radios, clothing, books and megatines can be sent to

inmates under certain conditions.

IH.

Rehabilitative Activities.

There has been set up at Louisiana State

Penitentiary a Classification Department consisting of a Director of
Classification and soveral assistant Classification Officers.

This Depart

ment interviews prisoners who are received at the Institution to secure from
them a personal history and background information; intelligence tests and,

sometimes, aptitude tests are administered.

The Department arranges for

interviews between the prisoners and the chaplain, and for medical examina
tions.

Decisions as to the program for the prisoners are made by a classi

fication committee composed of the warden, the associate warden, the chief of

security, the physician, the educational supervisor, and the director of
classification.

At the initial meeting the committee decides the degree of

custody Indicated, Which is considered in assigning the prisoner’s living

quarters, his work asstfoment, and sometimes arranges for his enrollment in

school.

A classification sub-committee, Including the associate warden, chief

of security, supervisor of education, director of classification, and the

training officer (who is in charge of training civilian personnel), considers

and acts an changes in program and Job reass ignrnants.

A copy of the docket
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of cases considered at one meeting of this sub-coinaittee showed their acti

vities to consist, on this occasion, Largely in acting an requested changes

in York assignments.

The educational program at the Penitentiary is not yet in full swing,

according to the Director of Classification.

At the time of this visit

the emphasis, it veua said, was on providing classes far Illiterates in an

attempt to bring them to a fifth grade level.

The blackboard used for

these classes in Camp C, which is the only one observed, is sbout 3' by
and is placed on the vail in the dining hall, where the classes apparently

are held.

The vocational training program is still practically non-existent.

Plana are said to be in progress with the Department of Education far
setting up such a program.
Ihere is no attempt being made to study, diagnose, ar treat the
prisoners from the viewpoint of eliminating ar mitigating the causes of
their anti-social behavior.

There is no psychiatrist on the staff of the

institution, nor, according to report, is there an unfilled vacancy for such
a position.

To leave the discussion of Louisiana State Penitentiary at this point

would bo to show only the dark side of a picture, the other aspect of which to
much brighter and hopeful.

Nov under construction is what is referred to st

the Penitentiary as ’'the new prison".

The buildings are being located at a

central spot, which it is expected will reduce the need for guards and de

crease the need far the transportation of prisoners to their work; it will

provide far dormitories which will house only 60 inmates each, and far mare
desirable quarters for some prisoners who earn special privileges.
will be a centralized kitchen and two cafeteria style dining halls.

There

Included
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In the plans, also, are a laundry and a vatar treatment plant.

Louisiana State Penitentiary
of the modern industrial prison,

Lb

planned to be an outstanding ox-uople

alphas la la to be placed on Industrial

work and training, the products of vhich will be used largely by state insti

tutions.

It is felt by the officials that such training io the best vay to

prepare a man to become a normal citizen.
Other aspects of the program, n«r Largely in the planning stage,
are the setting up of vocational courses through the cooperation of the

State Departaenta of Education and Labor.

Ihe State Librarian and Louisiana

State University are cooperating in plans far the supply lag of books and
periodicals and with educational programs.

CHAPTER III
TffF BOARD OF PAROLE

V /

Sstin History

Since 1914, when parole was flrat used aa a Method of release In
Louisiana, there have been six legislatively established agencies far the

granting and revoking of parole; these have encompassed five different types

of organization designed for this purpose.

Under Louisiana’s flrat parole

law, flrat used in 1914, parole was granted by the Governor on the recom
mendation of the Board of Control of the State Penitentiary to Inmates

who qualified by virtue of serving at least one year of their sentences
and who had maintained a good behavior record while in the institution.4*

The power to grant and revoke parole was transferred In 1916 to a
Board of Parole consisting of three members who were appointed by the

Governor.

2

The sane type of board was retained by 1926 legislation.

In 1940 the functions of granting and revoking parole and the admi
nistration of parole supervision were transferred to the Department of Public

Welfare.4

'‘‘Acts of Louiaiana. 1914. Act Bo. 149
2Acta of Louisiana. 1916. Act No. 125

3Acta of Louiaiana. 1926. Act No. 331

14Acts of Louiaianaf 1940. Act No. 47
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A Board of Parole vac created by l£h2 legislation which wae greatly

different in coup os 1 Lion from tho paroling agencies which had preceded it.1
This Act provided for a Board of Parole of throe ex-officio numberss

the

Attorney General, and the Commissioner of Public Welfare ar their represen

tatives, and the Judge of the court in which the offender was convicted.
might speculate as to the reasons far this unusual composition.

One

Why the

Attorney General should ever be a member of a parole board passes understand

ing except as a recognition of the legalistic nature of parole when such
concept is a basis for a parole system.; from a practical viewpoint, of course,

legal problems and questions nay enter into particular cases.

From the

inclusion of the judge of the court in which the offender vm convicted ae
a member of the Board, one might further infer a Legalistic conception of

the system; practically, some judges may be jealous of What they consider
their prerogatives, and their inclusion as Board members might obviate their

possible opposition to the system, might lend to it some prestige, and might

thereby be an instrument in securing public acceptance.

The inclusion of

the Commissioner of Public Welfare provided partial integration of the
parole granting and parole service agencies, each otherwise being independent

sad organisationally unconnected.
Evaluative Criteria

The point was made in Chapter I that the fact of the existence of an
Independent board to grant and revoke parole 1s de facto evidence of a

legalistic conception of correction in a state's correctional system.

Those

authorities who hold that such an independent board is tho desirable agency to

exercise the paroling function lay much stress upon the necessity far high

^Acts of Louisiana. 19*»2. Act Io. Ak
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qualifications for parole board nambere and some provision to ensuro that
political considerations will not Influence their decisions.
According to the American Prison Association,
Parole Board members should be selected on the basis of general
ability, intelligence, character, personality, education, train
ing, and experience. Political ar other extraneous considerations
should not enter in any way Into their appointment or retention In
office. There is no hard-and-fast rule on what occupational back
ground fits one for parole board duty. It is variously urged that
a board should have in Its membership a lawyer, a bustneee man, a
social worker, an educator, a psychiatrist, a penologist, and all
possible combinations of these and other professions.!

Another statement suggests,

Parole board members should be selected because of their interest
and ability In the fascinating problem of remotivating and read
justing social attitudes of offenders. It goes without saying
that they should bo intelligent, courageous, even inspiring
men (ar women) Who have no axes to grind, no political logs to
roll, and no pork barrel Which they are interested In sampling.
Why are suggested qualifications so variable and so general’ Why
should there be no hard-and-fast rule "on what occupational background fits
one for parole board duty?"

Implicit in these atatenants is the recognition

that the decision must be based on an understanding of the individual

prisoner's psychological status. What the quoted statements imply, ®ar®

concisely and to the point, is that the decision should be node by a parole

board whose members have a background of knowledge and experience pertinent to
their function.

It is suggested hero that the answer to our questions can be found by
reference to the previously outlined legalistic and scientific formulations.
It seems that what is being atteiqpted in sotting qualifications is * compromise ,

\he American Prison Association, op, cit.. p. 76.

2

IMvid Bressler, "Some Criteria of an Xffective Parole System," Trends
in Crime 'treatment. 1939 Tearbook of the lational Probation Association, ed.
by Marjorie Boll (Hew lark: The national Probation Association, 1939), P. 202

* reconciliation of these aomsWhat contradictory viewpoints,

The scientific

viewpoint calls far a parole decision by the personnel who guide and carry
out a program of treatment designed to effect psychological changes in the
prisoner; these would be, e.g. a psychiatrist, a social worker, a psycholo

gist and other appropriate correctional personnel.

Or the decision would

be an executive one made on the advice or recon—endatlon of such professional
personnel.

If, from the viewpoint of therapy, individuals so qualified are

best equipped to make a wise decision, it follows that a parole board composed
of members so qualified would be the best one - If there must bo an indepen

dent board.

His, however, Leede into a further dllmaaa:

a board composed

of members so qualified could still not reasonably be expected to bo so well
prepared to make the decision as one which has been intimately associated

with the total treatment program of the individual from its Inception.
Furthermore, the attenpt to caaqromlse by the use of scientific methods and
a board membership having such appropriate professional training and experience

inevitably leads, the more successful the attempt is, to the employment of
duplicate sots of highly qualified (and probably highly paid) professional

people, If the prison employs scientific methods.

In the preceding paragraphs, we have discussed qualifications from
the standpoint of function, but that la not the whole story.

Vs are told

also that parole board members should be selected on the basis of general
ability, Intelligence, character and personality.

fervently agree.

To all of this we must

But the point must bo made that these are additional ar

supplementary qualifications.

Employees are hired primarily because of their

ability to do a Job; that they will also have other desirable qualities Is

important, but these other qualities do not constitute fitness for employment
in any way in and of themselves.

These are general quail ties wo hope and
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and must try to have in all public employees.
In regard to political influence In parole board decisions, the
American Prison Association states further, "Freedom from improper influences

cannot be guaranteed by Lear, although the lav can give the parole authorities
the independence and security of tenure which they mat have to resist
interference successfully.

..1 It night bo coaaasnted that avoidance of poli

tical interference and pressure is the basis for the insistence of and
emphasis on an independent parole board.

This has led to the employment of

such devices as bi-partisan memberships, overlapping terms, etc.

In this

connection it is pertinent to remark that written parole decisions with the

reasons therefor, subject to review, may offer a better guarantee.

Finally,

in the case of parole boards as well as in other matters, proper and unbiased
decisions are mare certainly assured by the employment of professionally

qualified men of honesty and integrity than by any other method that can bo
devised.

Th. Board or TgoU fn. W to
In 1948 the Legislature of Louisiana passed an Act*2 which again

changed the composition of the Board of Parole.

It eliminated entirely all

ex-officio board memberships end provided for throe parole board members

who were to be appointed by the Governor and to serve at his pleasure; no
qualifications of any kind were sot for parols board membership,

in addition

to exercising the quasi-Judicial functions of granting and revoking parole,
the board also administered the parole service.

The records of the Board of Parole in effect during this period are

*The American Prison Association, op. pit. , p. 74.

2
Ac^t Qf ..Louisiana, 1948, Act 327

U4

not now easily available.

It is sufficient to note that the board did run

into serious difficulties in performing its functions, as evidenced by the

many news articles critical of its operations.

One news story appeared,

reading in part as follows:
The board abruptly ended its mooting yeaterdc^* and announced
that it refused to continue 'under pressure of so many politicians.
The action of the board to postpone decisions on th© applica
tions was taken after H. W. Bess of Winnfield balked at what he
described as 'too hurried paroling of prisoners without proper
investigation.’ Bass said he had not been Influenced by political
pressure but thought the board ought to know ware about the 'case
histories' of the applicants.^-

There was a series of articles appearing in one newspaper, one of the articles
being entitled, "Paroles Easier far Men with Agents at leer Ings."

This

article read, in part:
This week I attended one of the board's monthly meetings in
Baton Rouge. I found that:
It is easier for a prisoner to get a parole if he has someone
to go before the Board and talk far him.
Bis representative may be either an attorney or a member of
his family - anyone who oan present his case in Its most sympathetlc light.
The board, having little other Information about him except
the number of prison terms he has served and his conduct record
at Angola is very likely to rely on these personal plans .2

Aside from justifiable criticism relating to the political nature of
the Parole Board appointments and the lack of any provision ensuring qualifi
cation of members, this Board was greatly handicapped in making its decisions,

however sincere and earnest its efforts.

The administration of parole ser

vices is discussed In the following chapter, but the Interdependence of the

parole service agency and the paroling agency requires some mention at this
point.

The administration of parole prior to 19^8 was a function of the

Orleans States, June 7, 19^9.
2»ww Orleans Item. August 8, 1951

Department of Public Welfare.

Through the Public Aaalstance Division of

the Department of Public Welfare lirreetigatione were mads of prisoners prior

to their being considered for parole; the social histories thus developed
were incorporated by the Divlsiox of Probation and Parole of the Department
of Public Welfare In their case suuasries, which were submitted to the

Parole Board before each prisoner's case was considered.

8inoe the 19k0

legislation removed parole services from the Department of Public Welfare,
this service was no longer available.

Thus the task of the new Board was

rendered more difficult by virtue of having the burden of such tins consuming

investigations thrown upon sn overloaded supervisory staff.

To suza up:

Parole Board member ships wore political; there wore no

qualifications set for members; with the best of intentions, the Board did

not have adequate information for vise decisions.
The Board of Parole Since 1952

P
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Tn 1952 further changes were made in both the Board of Parole and the
parole service agency.The Legislature created a Board of Parole which is
somewhat of a hybrid, a cross between the Board of 19*»2-19k8 and the one of
19^8-1952.

Provision was made far two ax-afflclo members, the Attorney

General ar his representative, and the Ccnmlssloner of Public Welfare ar his

representative, to serve on a board composed also of three members to bo appoint
ed by the Governor.

As in the previous parole law, no qualifications were set

far parole board memberah ip.

,

The weaknesses of a board ao composed are clear from previous dis

cussion:

in addition to a lack of axqr provision for qualifications far

parole board members, the fact that three of the Mahers are appointed by

^cta of Louisiana. 1952. Act Io. 162

the Governor to terms to run concurrently with bls term strongly suggests

the possibility of political influence being uaed.

The pr assures that so

disturbed the previous Board f hcwrer, have been largely avoided t according
to the Chairman, of the present Board f ay their policy of socret voting and
a gentlemen’s ngroeruont eoaong the members not to reveal th air individual

voter? That two of tho wenbers are ex-officio, and so presumably not so

vulnerable to political pressures, Is also undoubtedly a factor la the

success of thin plan.

"Hao present Board of Parole, in cosaocu with its predecessors,
does not use nor have available dlsgnoetlc and treatment material In

arriving at Its decisions, nor does It employ prediction tables ar other
possibly helpful scientific devices.

■Statement mafic "by Mr. M. E. Culligan in an interview held in July,
195*.

CHAPTER IV
PAROLE SERVICE
Early History

The parole law of 1914 provided that each prisoner released on parole
was charged with the duty of notifying the sheriff of the parish in which ho
took up residence of his presence there.

The sheriffs were charged with

making reports to the Board of Control of the state penitentiary concerning
such parolees.'*'

In 1916, the Board of Parole then created had the pcvur

to appoint a parole officer far each congressional district, such officers to

serve without compensation.

o

1926 legislation provided for one parole officer

for the entire State.-' From 19h0, when the functions of the Board of Parole

ware transferred to the Department of Public Welfare,

to 1948, parole ser

vice was provided "by the Department of Public Welfare through its Division

of Probation and Parole.

Under the Department's merit system, and later

under the State Department of Civil Service, probation and parole officers
were appointed in tho various areas of the State, one ar mare officers usually

being domiciled in the area offices of the Department.

This was the first

really serious attempt to provide parole service through both written monthly

reports and frequent personal contact.

The 1948 legislation which created a

"Acts of Louisiana. 1914. Act Io. 149
2Aots of Louisiana. 1916. Act lo. 125

\cts of Louisiana. 1926. Act No, 331

^Acts of Louisiana. 1940. Act Io. 47

new Board of Parole also transferred the function of parole service fror
the Department of Public Welfare to that Board.1
Evaluative Criteria

The American Prison Association lists as the "essential elements of
a good parole system/1 the folloving:
1.
2.

3.

H.

5.

6.

Freedom from improper control ar influencef political ar
otherwise.
Sufficient flexibility in the laws governing sentences
and parole tc permit the parole of an offender at the
tine when his release under supertlslcn is in the beet
Interests of society.
A per ole board ar paroling authority composed of
members qualified by native intelligence training,
and experience to weigh the complex problems of human
behavior involved In parole decisions, and having the
freedom from interference, patience, and Integrity
required to render vise and just decisions.
A staff of supervisory and administrative personnel,
parole officers, clerks, placement officers, and other
personnel adequate in numbers to care far the case
load of the parole system, composed of persons selected
in accordance with hl£i standards of ability, character,
training, and experience, and appointed on a careerservice basis.
An administrative structure within the frame-work of
the state government as a whole that makes it possible
for the parole system, without sacrlfioe of proper
Independence, to function In complete coordination with
other departments and services cccrrectlonal Institutions,
and departments of health, mental hygiene, and welfare.
A proper public attitude toward the parolee, so that he is
accorded fair and helpful treatment in his efforts to make
good, especially in the all-Important matter of employment.2
There ere, in correctional literature, many other listing of elements

or criteria of a good parole system.

In general, they are similar to those

given above, although some criteria not mentioned here are included and others

^cte of Louisiana. 19*8. Act Mo. 327
gManual..of Suggested Standards for a State Correctional System. A
Report Prepared by the Committee on the Model State Plan (lev York: The
American Prison Association, 19U6), p. 73.

mentioned here may not be Included.
There Is something very puzzling end even, discouraging about such
lists.

To have a good parole system requires "a proper public attitudef"

To have a good parole system requires "an administrative structure within

the frams-vork of the state government as a whole . . .?” Most wo also

conclude then, that a Judge's knowledge and ability depend on the lrvw in

effect in his Jurisdiction?

Or that a physician's ability and skill In

performing appendectomies can be gauged by the kind of public health system
ar the hospital system in the state share he practices?
The eletmnts which must be considered In evaluating a parole system

ar a parole service agency can be formulated in a much mere meaningful,
practical, and dynamic way:
(1)

Our social institutions exist within the framework of
our history, tradition, and culture.

(2)

Our history, tradition, and culture determine our system
of criminal Justice.

(3)

Our history, tradition, and culture determine public opinion.

(4)

Public opinion Is crystallised and our concept of criminal
Justice Is institutionalised In our lews.

(5)

These laws may provide far independent correctional agencies,
ar far a correctional system.

(6)

Buch laws usually and properly set forth the legislative
intent cr objective, provide for financing, and create a
new agency far administration cr assign administration to
ooms existing agency.
It is asserted that this is the frame-work within which an agency

exists.

While we may be happy ar relatively unhappy *lth the results produced

by this process, this has nothing to do with the effectiveness of an agency.

These are factors outside the agency which limit and restrict what an agency
can do.

The elements which must be evaluated to measure the effectiveness

of an agency exist within the agency.

These are:
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(1)

The admlnlBtratlve concept of function

(2)

Organization

(3)

AdulnlBtratlon

(4) Function
In a parole service agency, for exanvle, the administrative concept

of function nmy be legalistic ar scientific to a greater ar lesser degree.

The operational objective then, irrespective of the stated objective, vlll

determine tho organization and administration necessary and dee treble far Ito
lap lamentation.

The evaluation of such an agency must be approached by vsy of

the observer's orientation.

If we are scientifically oriented, our first

and most important question vlll relate to the administrative concept of

function:

hear closely does It coincide vlth our bias?

If it does not coin

cide, if the administrative concept is legalistic, the organizational,

adminictratlvo and functional details have no sipilf loanee far us.

That

Is to say, a scientific administrative concept vlll imply organisation and

administration suitable for its implementation.

Any comparison of details

as, for instance, salaries or oase-loads, beteven such differently oriented

agencies is not valid.

Equal or comparable ealarieo ar case-loads ere

then seen as coincidental and without significance.

On the other hand, if

the administrative concept is scientific, our next questions vlll relate to
hoe effective the organization and administration are in providing a vehicle

vithin which functioning can be effectively accomplished.

Before continuing thia discussion, let us pause and take note:

in

trying to outline a rational scheme in which we enccupaaa these elements

of a good parole system in relationship to each other, ve have found it
necessary to return, albeit by tho garden gate, to the legalistic and
scientific formulations set forth in Chapter I. What is tho value, if a^,
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of this lengthy excuroion?

It is this:

It Is to de:aonstrate the particular fe-

tlc kind of errors into Which w nay fall by the on*'

criteria the relationship among which

one application of

1b not explored nor explained. Ve

are, for example, liable to draw unjustified conclusions from such things,

previously mentlcned, as comparable salaries ar cane-loads.

If 80 comparing

details without reference to their valuntive referrents, we may say that a
service agency le inadequate in certain ways and adequate tn others, un
consciously romltttng a ncx sequltuX' of much magnitude.

Moro consequen

tially, ve mey postulate an nbetraction such as an "administrative ability"
existing quite apart from specific understanding and knowledge.

of this is quite apparent:

The danger

when the Law is not specific the administrative

concept of function may result in activity quite divergent from that Intended

by the Legislature co* sanctioned by the public.

It would not be amiss at this point to affirm the realization that
the external (to the parole service agency) and Internal factors are

related not only In thio hierarchic relationship, but are related also
through reciprocal Interaction.

Public opinion, for example, Is related

hierarchically to the kind of service provided far a parolee; It would not
be denied that this service also exarts some influence on public opinion.
However, to explore this further would be tangential and digressive.

To continue:

if the administrative concept of function Is of such

crucial importance, how can ve arrive at an evaluation of It?

done quite directly.

This oan be

We may state tentatively that a scientific approach

to parole service requires that such service shall be treatment-oriented.

Ve may further state that the purpose of this treatment program shall be,
far the Individual, the establishment of new patterns of functioning and
attitudes that result in more socially acceptable behavior, and that these
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psychological changes can he beat accomplished through the use of the
methods and techniques of social casework.

We uay state that to use such

methods and techniques requires a quite specific body of knowledge, skills,

and ettitudos, and that theso can be acquired only in certain ways.

If the

personnel do not meet such requirements, wt sro Justified in stating that
they do not possess the requisite knowledge, skills, and attitudes; that

they cannot therofaro do social casework; that the new patterns of func
tioning and behavior cannot be established in the boat poeslblo way; that

the service is not treatment -or tented, and is not therefore scientific

according to our premise.
Are these various assumptions correct? Let us first

Doubt arises.

turn to psychiatry,

Trcsn psychiatry we learn that nan's emotional diffi

culties nay manifest themselves la the mental-soot tonal, psychaphyelologlcal,
ar social spheres.

In the agencies treating raeatal-emotional and psycho-

physiological disorders the social caseworker Is utilised In the treatment
program.

Since the basic problem® are the same, Is not the uae of the

social caseworker indicated in those cases where the symptomatology Is

manifest in the social sphere, l.e. In unacceptable social behavior? Many,
if not most, correctional author It iso believe so.

In the Attorney General's Survey of Release Procedures it is stated,

"In other words, the only really acoeptable type of parole supervision Is
that which utilises the approach and methods of social case work. "I

The farmer chief parole officer of the State Division of Parole, Wew
lark City has stated:

^rfayne 1. Maree tt fil. Atfrjrngi
Survey of Rein** Procedures,
Vol. IV, Parole (Washington: Gcrvamant Printing Office, 1939), p. 531.
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But one aunt have laiowledgc. And th* parole* officer’s knowledge
io secured from the social sciences. He is, in fact, a social
scientist who ideally, has studied the social process, the
meaning of culture, the make-up of man, the mainsprings of
behavior. Tn short, he should be a veil trained cane varkar.1-

The Assistant Chief of Probation, Administrative Office of the

United States Courts, stated:

"It seems elementary to point out - although,

to be honest, there Is a minority of dissent - that the treatment of offenders

on probation and parole is most effectively handled through the use of the
e_

basic techniques of caeevcrk. . .

ttP

The State Director of Probation, Nev Hampshire, commented:
Parole and probation techniquen pro the scuse. Both are social
casework aimed at the rehabilitation of individuals, making use
of identical methods and procedures.3

The Minnesota Director of Probation and Parole had this to say,

"Proceeding on the aseiunption that probation and parole are social casework
(and here I pause to make tho personal consent that the lag in, and the con

troversy over acceptance of probation and parole as casework, seriously retard

our development as a professional organisation), we recognise Ln the whole
process, from arrest and conviction to institutionalisation and parole, a

continuity of treatment which may incorporate part ar all of tho two funoh

tione wo tend so often to separate - probation and parole.

Fessler, gpx.cit,, p. 283.

2loule J. Sharp. "Inservice Training in Probation and Parols," Federal
Probation. December, 1$1, p. 27.

^Richard T. Smith, "Statewide Organisation of Probation Sarvloos," Ad
vances in Understanding the Offender . 1950 Tearbook of tho National Probation
and Parole Association, ed. by Marjorie Bell (New Icork: The National Proba
tion and Parole Association, 1950), P. 137.
k
Gordon S. Jaeck, "Separate ar Combined Probation and Parole Caseload Must There Be a Conflict?," ibid.. p. 1M7.

r>
Au assistant director of the Hew York State Division of Parole hue

stated;

In brief, special skills and knowledge are peculiar to the
parole field and must be acquired before the worker can com
petently perform all the duties of his position. But the
parole officer who has these special skills and in addition
has had formal casework training has a greater contribution
to make than the officer who lacks training. . . . Whenever
possible we should encourage our officers to take training
in schools of social work. If experienced officers can become
accredited as caseworkers, even as psychiatric caseworkers,
they will bring back to the field the benefits of an ideal
combination of practical specialised experience and professional
skills.1

The clinical psychologist of the New Jersey Reformatory has said,
"A parole officer who guides rather than coasoands, who attempts social

casework rather than elaborate legalistic reports of misdeeds, can be an
o
effective instrument for promoting successful adjustment on parole.
Correctional literature abounds with further authoritative testimony
that parole service is ar should be social casework.

common sense confirms.

What authority states,

Any experienced parole officer can recount incidents

where he checked up on ar interviewed a parolee end found his adjustment

in the community to be good, yet learned that a week, a day, ar five

minutes later the parolee comnltted some crime.

With only thirty cases to

handle, a parole officer could use only one day each month for checking up
on each parolee; during the other twenty-nine days the parolee would not be

under his watchful eye.
stitutions.

Men conanlt crimes even while they are in penal in

Although it might be agreed, for the sake of argument, that

watching and checking up on parolees does have sous limited value, it is

/Thomae J.
vision,” Ibid., p.
2
Howard E.
Federal Probation.

McHugh, "Practical Aspects of Casework in Parole Super
167.
Gondreo, "Institutional Training Should Prepare far Parole,”
September, 1951, P. 31.
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obvious that the greatest protect ion to society is In th© rehabilitation of
offenders through methods which eliminate ar mitigate causative factors.

In

parole service, in oux’ present state of knowledge, this method is that of

social casework.
Parole Service, 1948 - 1952
As previously related, 1948 legislation created a new Board of

Parole composed of members appointed by the GoremcrJ This Board was

charged not only with the function of granting and revoking parole, but also
with the administration of parole service.

Ko written qualifications were

set forth for parole officers, and so far as can be ascertained appointments
were made to these positions without reference to any standards of training
ar experience.

In evaluating the parole service offered during these years,

we must conclude first of all, in the absence of personnel equipped to
approach the problem of supervision scientifically, that the administrative

concept and practice were legalistic in nature.
Nevertheless, it was not this concept of parole service which

brought this agency much public criticism, but rather its poor administration.
In August 1952 the writer discussed the activities of this Board with its
out-going chairman, and inspected the payroll of the Board.

It was found

that some officers were employed on a full-time basis, some an a part-time

basisj there was an extreme variation In the number of cases far which

officers were responsible) the wide variation in salaries was apparently

unrelated to any other factars.

That parole service was badly administered

became evident in many newspaper accounts calling for parole reform during

xActs of Louisiana. 1948. Act Io. 327
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the years of 1950 and 1951.

A newspaper article related:

The Louisiana Legislative Council has asked the legislature to
study the state parole system. The Council maintains that a
parole administrator provided by law has never been appointed,
that the system 1b badly administered, and that parole officers
are not qualified.^The Louisiana Legislative Council (the aane was changed in I952 to
Louisiana Organizations for State Legislation to distinguish it from the

agency of the State Legislature known as the Louisiana Legislative Council)
was cccposed of more than twenty state-wide groups representing parent

teacher associations, professional and church groups, and civic organizetioae.

It may be concluded that their criticism repreeented that of a

large and influential segment of the population.

Parole Service Since 1952
Act 162 of 1952, which created the present Board of Parole, provided

also for parole supervision by the Department of Public Welfare.

The act

stated further that, "Selection and fixation of salaries of all employees
of the Department of Public Welfare necessary to discharge its duties as

outlined in this act shall be subject to the provisions of the Merit System

Act ar its successors."
Our task here is to determine the character of the service offered
by the Division of Probation and Parole of the Department of Public Welfare,
I

i.e. is the program of service legalistically or scientifically oriented?
/
We can get at the care of the problem, as indicated in a preceding section,

by an examination of personnel standards:

if the qualifications required

ensure the appointment of personnel equipped to function as social caseworkers

^The

Or leans Item, May 22, 1950.

2Acts of Louisiana. 1952. Act Bo. 162

the agency Is scientifically oriented; if the qualifications are so ‘broad
that persons not so equipped can be appointed, the question then devolves

upon the actual qualificetiane of those who have been appointed and are
performing on the Job,

Mere elvqpXr, high qualifications shut out tho un

qualified, but leer qualifications do not shut out the well qualified.

The

qualifications set forth for adult Probation and Parole Offlowr I (the

lowest classification) by the Louisiana Department of State Civil Servloe are:

Two years of successfully completed education in an accredited
college or university and two years of full time paid employment
in probation or parole, other responsible correctional work
with adults or Juveniles, criminal or credit investigation,
experience as a peace officer in a public ar private agency,
social work teaching, personnel work. Additional empleywnt in
correctional work or criminal investigation nay
substituted
year far year for the required college education. Additional
education in an accredited college ney be substituted for the
required experience vlth a maximum substitution of one year A
There are so many variables and substitutions here that It Is diffi

cult to see what this all really means.

However, the picture becomes

clearer and mare amenable to analysis If we reduce the factors of experience
and training to their lowest cowraon denominators t

The minimum educational attainment permissible is high school
graduation. Vlth this training the applicant must have four
years of experience (in any of a vide variety of areas).
The minimum experiential requirement is two years (in any of a
vide variety of areas). Vlth this training the applicant must
have two years of college education.

But the crux of the matter Is thia: Additional eoplcymsnt nay
be substituted year for year for the two years of college edu
cation, but additional education may be substituted for only
one year of the experience.

The result Is that the following paragraphs describe two hypo
thetical candidates who both meet the mintmini requirements!
1. A high school graduate vlth four years experience as a city

^Department at State Civil Service announcement of July 7, 1953

policeman
2.

A college graduate who by two years of full tine graduate
work has earned a Master's degree in social work and has
one year of experience as a social Varker.
Far higher Jobs in the Probation and Parole Officer aeries the

educational requirement is the sene, but the requiremonts demand mare ex

perience, araphaals boing on experience tn probation and parole work.

The

result is that any position in the series, from the lowest to the hl^ieet,

may be fIliad by a hi^a school graduate who has a background of experience
of the nature set forth.

A Master of Social Wark without experience cannot,

however, qualify for the lewest position in the series.

It is clear that what vs have her© is not merely low qualifications,
but restrictive qualifications which sot a high value on experience Which

may be only remotely related to the Job, and a lew and very limited value
on educational attainment, ©von that directly related to the Job.
We can new refer to a etatsnwxt made earlier, "If the qualifications
are so broad that persona not so equipped can be appointed, the question

then devolves upci; the actual qualifications of those who have been appointed

and are performing on the Job.”

Of the more than twentyfi”7® adult probation

and parole officers now employed in th© Division of Probation and Perole,

only two have any social work training whatsoever.

Division has & graduate degree la social work.

Net one officer in the

Because of the absence of

personnel equipped to function as social caseworkers, it is concluded that
the Division of Probation and Parole is lagallstlcally oriented.

It might

be noted in passing that a legalistic approach requires the employment of
personnel equipped by training and experience to function as lav enforcement

agents.

The personnel standards far these positions do not ensure the

employment of personnel equipped tc serve as either social caseworkers or as
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lsY-enforceffient agents.

It rauGt be recognised that the parole service described, although
legalistlcally oriented, is administratively superior to that it succeeded,

although administration Yas not closely scrutinised far the purposes of

this thesis.

The attempt la made to limit case-loads to 75 P«* officer,

and each officer Is expected to have some kind of personal contact vlth each
probationer ar parolee he supervises monthly*

In addition, field offioers

make investigations and compile social histories for inmates entering ths

State Penitentiary; they investigate and report on arrests and convictions

of those under their eupervlslcn.

For each innate released, offioers must

also make a parole plan, consisting of arranging for a place of residence
and a Job suitable to the parolee’s abilities.

Tn general, all these

activities are carried on in a geographical area necessitating a large

amount of travel.

That a Job of this magnitude is accomplished con-

ccmltently vith an effort to advise and counsel parolees is a tribute to

the energy and sincerity of the present staff.

OULPTZR V

cocRMwcriow
The purpose in this thesis has been, not only to evaluate Louisiana's

correctional agencies as entitles, but to evaluate the relationship between

then as an element in the process of treatment primarily, and from the view
point of administrative expediency secondarily.

It has been shown In previous

chapters that these agencies are not scientifically oriented Individually!

since this is the case, the relationships among then must be evaluated
solely from the viewpoint of edmlnietratlve expediency.

The relationship provided tjy l®r between the Board of "Parole and the
Department of Public Welfare is set forth in a previous chapter which relate*

that the Board of Parole has the power to make rules and regulations for the
conduct of persons on parole, who shall be under the supervision, otherwise,

of the Department of Public Welfare.

The Departmsnt of Public Welfare la

charged additionally with gathering "all pertinent information regarding
each prisoner who is eligible for parole, including the circumstances of

his offense, his previous social history and criminal record, his conduct,

employment and attitude in prison, and the reports of such physical and mental

examinations as have been made.""

The relationship of the Board of Parole and the Departrient of Public
Welfare to Louisiana State Penitentiary is act forth in a paragraph of Act 162
of 1952,2 which provides that the prison officials shall provide access to

XActa pl" Louisiana. 1952. Act Mo. 16?

2jbia.
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prisoners and provide any required reparto canoemlng their conduct and
character, and the further provision that the Department of Public Welfare

may station an employes at the Penitentiary for the purpose of cooperating
with the officials of tho Penitentiary in carrying out the provisions of

the Act.

It is clear that what the law aims to ensure la the minimum kind of

relationship which la essential if the paroling function of the Board of
Parole and tho service function of tho Department of Public Welfare are to

be carried out.

What the lav does, in effect, la recognize and provide far

that minimum degree of administrative coordination which la necessary if the
law is to work at all.

Under such circumstances, and In tho absence of any

prohibitions to the contrary, a greater degree of coordination la a matter

for administrative determination.

Are the agencies Involved coordinating

their activities to tho extent required by the law? Has administrative

cooperation produced a coordination superior to that provided ly the law?

How effectively are the activities of these agencies coordinated?
The answers to those questions have been secured by interviews
With tho Assistant Attorney General who serves as Chairman of the Board of
Parole, the Warden of Louisiana State Penitentiary, and the Director of

Probation and Parole, from whom a description of the relationship In practice

between these agencies was obtained.
The Department of Public Welfare discharges its Information*
gathering responsibility under the Act by having investigations conducted by

its local officers.

These men contact significant relatives, former em

ployers, references, friends, police officials, and social agencies in

gathering the information required.

The Department also receives routinely

from the Penitentiary, Certificates of Prison Conduct and Progress Reports,
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information from which is abstracted and Included in the suuaax ice prepared

for the

ue>&

of the Board of Parol©.

The Certificate of Prison Conduct con

tains information relating to th© prisoner’s offense, his sentence, and other

such factual information; it contains alcu notations an tc anj disciplinary

action which met have been trikea against the offender while he Wan in tho

institution.

Progress Poparts provide much of tho same Information, anc

give additionally the results of any psychological examinations admlnlstarsd
to the prisoner, a report of his prison fawpLcymsnt, and a short biography.
The flow of information is to th© Board of Parole indirectly from the insti

tution, and directly from, the Division of Probation and Parole.

There is no flow of information from the Board of Parole to the
Division of Probation and Parole nor to Louisiana State Penitentiary.

The

Division of Probation and Farole doos not provide the Penitentiary with

information it gathers on each prisoner as a mattec of routine, but does do
so on request In individual cases.

The reason advanced far this is the

employment of prisoners at the Penitentiary in clerical capacities.

There

is th© fear that if information of a personal nature is provided to the

Penitentiary it will fall into tho hands of prisoners with the risk that
it may then be mlsiieed.

Biographical information on prisoners is obtained

by the Penitentiary Independently .

As each prisoner is received at the

institution questionnaires are sent to relatives, farmer employers, etc.,

and it is from these and the prisoner's cam statement that his biography is

drawn up.

As references can be contacted more readily by mail than in

person, this tends to create a problem for the Division of Probation and
Parole in conducting their investigations:

many references may be uncoopera

tive in discussing further matters which they feel they have covered adequately
in answering the Penitentiary's questionnaire.

On the whole, it would seem
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that thia lack of coordination, or duplication, has a detrimental effect on

the adequacy of the information secured "by both agencies.

There io no direct flow of Information from Louietana State Peniten

tiary to the Bocrd of Parole.

No recoBUjendatlon is made to the Board of

Parole by the Penitentiary officials with respect to the readiness far
parole of uny prisoner whose cerce they til^it hear.

Hie Warden of Louisiana

State Penitentiary feels that an expression of opinion ar recowendatlon on
the institution*b part would be

overstopping of authority and an infringe

ment on the prerogatives of the Board of Parole; he feels that such a practice

would additionally create a problem
the institution 1b concerned:

bo

far us the attitude of inmates toward

that is, their institutional adjustment and

cooperation would suffer from the fooling that the institutional authorities
aey have had a voice in denial of parole.

So far as the Board of Parole Is

concerned, this agency conceives its function to be th© granting ar denial

of parole on the basis of their Independent evaluation of information provided,
together with any infcrrnntlon ar plena made by relatives ar fittar’nays and the

impression the prisoner makes when he is interviewed by the Board.
It might be stated, in cunaary, that there Is no coordination between

these agencies as an instrument of treatment.

A small degree of administrative

cooperation is ensured by the terms of the law, and, on the whole, this mini

mum Is what the agencies involved adhere to.

To the limited extent that

there la any coordination at all, it Involves duplication which is wasteful.
Th© general tendency is for each agency to operate Independently ffr«a other
agencies.

CHAPTER VI

COHCIDBTOII

Sunnary of thia Study
Modern penology and parole have developed as legal devices for the
control and correction of criminal offenders.

Implicit in them la the idea

of reformation of the offender, but the methods by which they contemplate
achieving thia objective have changed and are changing as knowledge and

understanding of human behavior have Increased.

Providing for the adoption

and use of scientific methode by our present correctional agencies is one of

the two basic problems in the field of correction.

Considered from the traditional legal viewpoint, there is much virtue
in the separability and Independent functioning of correctional agencies.

Among those authorities who take thie viewpoint are many who aee much value
in the Integration of these agencies into a correctional system.

However,

such integration is generally seen by them as a method of eliminating over

lapping and duplication, a way to increase administrative efficiency.

fronting them, then, is this dilssna:

Con

hew can such inte^atlon be achieved

and the independence of the agencies involved be maintained at the same time?

Another viewpoint recognizes that the use of scientific methods

demands an integration of correctional agencies as a matter of therapeutic
necessity, any increased administrative efficiency being a matter of secondary
importance.

The conflict between these somewhat apposed viewpoints is most

clearly exemplified in the question of the parole granting and revoking

authority.

From the first viewpoint thie is a quae 1-Jud ictal function
6H

which should he assigned to an Independent parole board; from the second

viewpoint this is an executive function and the decision should be made by

one authority which directs the entire rehabilitation program of the Indi
vidual.

'fhe second basic problem in the field of correction, then, Is the

reorganisation of our present correctional agencies into an integrated
correctional system as scientific therapeutic necessity dictates and demands.
The task In this thesis has been to evaluate Louisiana's correctional

agencies individually and collectively.

We have wanted to knew if these

agencies (Individually) have adopted a scientific approach to the rehabilita

tion of offenders.

In the presence of a legalistic approach ve have wanted

to know to what extent their activities are coordinated In the interest of

administrative efficiency.

In the presence of a scientific approach, we

have wanted to know to what extent their activities are coordinated in tho

interest of therapeutic necessity.

The history of Louisiana State Penitentiary was sketchily reviewed
and recent developments were examined in some detail.

It was found that this

institution was established in an era when penal farms were considered an
advancement and improvement over other then-prevailing methods of dealing

with criminal offenders.

Although there were many advances in penological

thought in the intervening years, Louisiana State Penitentiary was found to
be In 1951 relatively unchanged Insofar as concepts of dealing with its

charges are concerned.

Additionally, over a period of many years the physical

plant had been allowed to deteriorate to a point of almost complete inade

quacy.

Along with this was the development of an apathy and indifference to

the welfare of prisoners Milch countenanced and encouraged physical Indignity
and abuse.

The effort has been underway since 1952 to change the conditions unde*
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which prisoners sentenced to Louisiana State Penitentiary serve their
sentences.

The old plant has been patched up and Is still In use during the

construction of what the authorities refer to as "the new prison".

It has

been asserted that In the Interim prisoners have fared better than In the
past because of increased administrative efficiency and economy, the partial

abandonment of the inmate guard system, and the total abandonment of corporal
punishment.

Present plane are to convert Louisiana State Penitentiary into a

modern Industrial prison with emphasis on the vocational training and employ*

meat of prisoners.

There are plans, in addition, for educational and

recreational programs, although these programs are at this point hardly past
the planning stage and are extremely limited in their scope.

Medical and

dental services provided for prisoners were not investigated thoroughly, but
these appear to be Inadequate.
So far as this inquiry goes, the crucial point is the use of scientific

methods in the rehabilitation of prisoners.

Scientific method is an individua

lised program of study, diagnosis, and treatment which utilises all the

activities of the institution.

In the meaning of this definition there is no

use of scientific method at Louisiana State Penitentiary.

The responsibility

far such a program is usually considered to be the function of the Classifi

cation Department of a prison, but while Louisiana State Penitentiary does

have a Classification Department, it is concerned almost exclusively with the
assignment of employment, vlth discipline, and with custody.

No attempt is

made to understand the individual offenders' personalities and characters as

they ere related to illegal conduct with the purpose of effecting psychological

changes which vould result in more socially acceptable behavior.
An independent board of parols is a legal concept which la entirely

extraneous to the scientific approach to a correctional system.

This is not

6?

to deny that scientific Methods can be anployed by ouch a board.

Authorita

tively, contrary to this writer's viewpoint, Independent parole boards are
considered desirable and necessary.

Those vho advocate such boar de emphasize

freedom from political influence and hi$#i qualifications for raemberc as

evaluative criteria.

Louisiana’s Board of Parole is composed of five members, two of who®
serve ex-officio and three of who® are appointed by the Governor to terms

concurrent with his.

Regardless of the qualifications the preBent parole

board members may or may not have, the law does not specify that they shall

have any special qualifications as parole board manners.
The fact that three of these five members are appointed by the

Governor to terms concurrent with his torm strongly suggests the possibility

that political Influence can easily enter into parole decisions.

The device

adopted by the preaent Board to avoid the imposition of political pressures

on its individual members is an agreement among them not to reveal their
individual votes.

The Board does not use scientific methods in making lte

decisions.

Parole service can be considered, from one extreme, aa the enforcement
of a legal contract between the offender and the state, and from the other
extreme, as a phase in a continuous program of treatment.

If the objective

of all phases of correctional treatment of criminal offenders is their rehabi
litation, a conception of parole service solely as a lav enforcement function

will result in a service which provides no treatment (in a scientific sense)
to the many parolees vho presumably need and can profit from it.

On the other

hand, a conception of parole service solely as a treatment process will result
in a service which falls to take into account the undeniable fact that parole
Is a feature and outgrowth of our historical system of criminal Justice and
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an inetrumant of social control.

Ab a consequence of this, axy conflict

between therapeutic considerations and the safety ar weIfere of the public

mist be resolved In favor of the latter.

The preceding paragraphs serve to delineate our chief task in develop

ing parole services

the development of a service that is scientifically

oriented In its objectives and methods to the greatest possible extent, and

at the SKne time recognises in its administration the primacy of the social
objective of control of violstars of the law.

Wo have reviewed the history of parole service in Louisiana and have
found that It has been in the past, as it remains today, a legalist!cally
oriented, semi-Independent law enforcement function.

That la, In objectives

and methods it has been and is a device for the enforcement of tho contracts

between parolees and the state.

In the past as in the present, the attempt

has been made to offer some assistance to parolees In such practical matters

as finding employment.

Although advances In knowledge have not caused any

change In thia conception of parole service, the agencies performing this
function have varied vldely in their administrative adequacy.

The present

parole service agency, the Division of Probation and Parole of the Department
of Public Welfare, is administratively superior to the agency It succeeded,
though It, too, is Inadequate through Its employment of an outmoded approach.

This fact is evident In the failure to employ the methods of social casework,
new recognised by many authorities as the most suitable and effective method
of dealing with parolees.
Since Louisiana's correctional agencies are not scientifically

oriented, either collectively or singly, it is not possible to consider their

coordination as an element in a treatment program.

The lew provides for the

minimum degree of coordination between Louisiana State Penitentiary, the Board
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of Parole, and the DItIbIoq of Probation and Parole necessary to make the lav

In their relationship to each other these agencies adhere pretty

work.

closely to this minimum.

Ivan this degree of coordination has proved diffi

cult to attain, as some hampering overlapping and duplication of work have

come about.

An Outline of the Problem
The moet satisfactory answer to the problem of the development of an
adequate correctional system for Louisiana must be derived, because of the

nature of the problem, from an approach which is multi-dimensional.

We might

state tentatively, for exanple, that these agencies can be considered from
these viewpoints:

(1) as entities} (2) as a system; (3) from an historical

and developmental perspective; (U) as a problem of state organization; (?) as

an important aspect of the state's effort to cope with tho problem of crime.

This can be done here only in an exploratory way which will serve to bring to
the fore a few of the major questions which must eventually be answered, and

to outline the scope of the problem.
I.

Correctional agencies as entities.

A.

Louisiana State Penitentiary.

The problem of transforming Louisiana

State Penitentiary into an instrument of correctional treatment based on
scientific diagnosis and study of the individual is almost identical with

the problem of securing competent technical and professional personnel.
This problem in turn is closely related to the geographical location of

the Institution.

It is an incontrovertible fact that such personnel tend

to cluster in the larger metropolitan areas.

The solution may lie in

offering salaries and accommodations attractive enough to Induce such

personnel to reside in this remote rural area.

Perhaps other solutions

may occur as the problem is seen from other perspectives.
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The Board of Parole.

B.

If it la agreed that the granting ar revoking

of parole la an executive deciBion "baaed on diagnostic and treatment con
siderations as a phase in a continuous treatment program, rather than a
quasi-Jucictal function, there la no necessity for an Independent board

of parole to exercise this function.

C.

Parole Service.

If the objective in the perole service agency la

to transform it into a social casework agency, the problem of method

can be seen to offer much difficulty.

The Department of State Civil

Service takes the position that raising standards should be accomplished
by raising the qualifications for the lower positions In a Job series.1*

There Is surely much Justification far such a stand from a personnel view

point.

Nevertheless, does this make good sense when what Is taking place

la an attempt to change the concept of function in an agency?

Can the

older supervisory employees supervise and teach from the viewpoint of a

concept which is foreign to their habitual way to thinking? From a

social work viewpoint, social casework supervision can be provided only
by supervisors trained in social casework; the present supervisors are

not so trained.

Can the solution to this problem be reached through

simultaneously raising standards far new personnel, providing for in

service training, educational leave, and social casework supervision

paralleling the present pattern of administrative supervision?

As

awkward administratively as such an arrangement may be, the alternative

of setting up a new organisation presents other problems, e.g. the moral
and possibly the legal obligation of the state toward the present

employees who have earned permanent status must be considered.

^Statement made by Mr. W, V, McDougall in an Interview held In July.

195*.
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II.

Correctional agencies as a system.

Th® assertion le made that contempla-

tlon of these agencies singly and solely as entities can have grave consequences.^
For example, predicated on such a narrow viewpoint, the penitentiary may be

come scientifically oriented while the parole service agency, instead of pro

viding a continuation of treatment, may remain an agency for the enforcement

of the parole contract.

Or the reverse may occur.

Failure to think of these

agencies in their relationship to each other may result in the strengthening
of each agency as an entity.

In the case of the Board of Parole, instead of

it giving over its functions to an administrative agency staffed by competent

non-political professional and technical employees, it may become a stronger

agency with the usual features to provide for the competence and impartiality
2
of its members.
Although such a board might serve adequately, beside being

conceptually inconsistent with a scientific approach, it would be an in
ferior and needlessly expensive duplication of what we would expect to have as
a feature of the correctional system as a whole.

Such errors can be avoided

only by considering each agency in its relationship to the other agencies and

as an aspect of an over-all correctional plan.

note: In this writer's opinion the Governor's oommlttee which in
vestigated conditions at Louisiana State Penitentiary did precisely this.
Their focus in their investigation and in their report to the Governor was
on what was wrong with the Institution and what could be done to correct
these things. If they had taken a broader perspective, if their focus had
been on the function of the institution as a phase of correctional treatment
of criminal offenders, they might then have been able to ask, 'Is there some
better way of doing what this institution is supposed to do?' Their answer
might veil have been a final repudiation of the penal farm concept.
2
Note; The Louisiana Legislative Council offered as one of their con
clusions, "Consideration should be given to a full-time parole board composed
of specialists in the field, with appointments for overlapping terms of six
years." Louisiana Legislative Council, Probation and Parole in the United
States, a report prepared by the Louisiana Legislative Council at the request
of the Legislative Study Comlttee on Correctional Institutions (Baton Rouge.
195M), p. 1»5.
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Correctional agencies Been from an historical and developmental per

spective.

Seen from an historical perspective, as we see them in earlier

chapters, Louisiana's present correctional agencies are the result of

numerous changes among which no pattern Is discernible.

By viewing these

agencies from an historical perspective we are able to see where we are and
how we got there, a prerequisite far future movement with definite direction.

If we view these agencies as changing social institutions,with the
thought that future direction and movement should be planned and controlled,
we are lamed lately confronted with Important problems.

For example, In what

order should changes be made in these Individual agencies?

Are such changes

from a practical viewpoint predicated on coordination ar integration of

these agencies?

Or Is the reverse true?

Or should greater co-ordination or

Integration be attempted simultaneously with changes in objectives and methods

in these agencies?

IF.

Correctional agencies as a problem of state organization.

Should the

parole service agency bo transferred to the Division of Correctional Institu
tions of the Department of Institutions as the Louisiana Legislative Council
has suggested? Should the penitentiary be transferred to a hypothetical

Division of Corrections in the Department of Public Welfare?

Are there suf

ficiently important reasons demanding the creation of a separate state Depart
ment of Corrections? Under what arrangement would correctional services be

most likely to receive adequate financial support?

Under what auspices are

these services most likely to quickly reach their fullest development? These

questions coms quickly to mind; they do not lend themselves to easy answers.

T.

Correctional agenclo8_aa an impartantaspect of the state's effort to

cope with crime.

It would seem that as we progress from the particular to

the mare general not only do our problems grow more complex, but our ignorance
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beoomes acre appallingly apparent:

although our correctional agencies are

instruments, along with lav enforcement agencies and courts, of the state
in its efforts to control crime, ve do not know the scope of the problem with
which ve are dealing.

Ve do not know how many offenders are convicted of felonies in
Ve do not know vhat proportions of these ere

Louisiana in any one year.

placed on probation, servo terms in parish prisons or farms, or are sentenced
to terms in Louisiana State Penitentiary.

There is no single agency which

compiles information of this nature ar which la charged with this
responsibility.1
One might reasonably assume that if alternative methods of handling
or treating felony offenders exist, that there would exist also some reliable
method of selecting for the Individual offender the treatment method which is

moot appropriate for him and socially desirable.

Such is not the case.

Vhat happens to a convicted offender is a matter of almost pure

chance, as the following paragraphs illustrate.

A felony is any offense far which the offender may be sentenced to
servo a term at hard labor.

the State Penitentiary.
ar without hard labor.

A term at hard labor is defined as a term at

Some penalties provide that the sentence may be with

In such cases the offender may be sentenced to servo

a term in a parish prison or parish farm.

such sentences are served.

Ve do not know under vhat conditions

So far as the writer knows, no survey has ever been

made of such institutions in Louisiana.

Conditions may bo excellent in some

*Iote: The number of felony offenders received at Louisiana 8tate
Penitentiary, the number of felony offenders sentenced to servo a term in a
parish prison ar farm and the number of felony offenders placed on probation,
might bo secured from the respective institutions and agencies. These numbers
however, are only crude statistical data for the purpose of indicating the
scope of the problem until they have been collated.
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and as bad as Louisiana State Penitentiary at Its worst in others, but this

fact remains:

we Just do not know.

If an individual has been convicted of a felony, the execution of
his sentence may be suspended and he may be placed on probation.

Whether or

not this disposition is made of a case la a matter entirely within the dis
cretion of the judge in the court in which he was convicted.

But some Judges

use probation frequently, some in a more ar less limited way, and some not at
all.

The writer knows, from first-hand observation and experience, that the

preceding statement is true.

It is, however, impossible to prove or disprove

the statement at this time because no statistical study has ever been made of

the use of probation in felony cases.

It is clear that what happens to a

convicted offender is a matter of dhan co and is largely determined by tho
geographical location where he committed hie crime.

A Judge may dispose of a case without requiring a pre-sentence
investigation report from a probation and parole offioer.

He may rely an

information provided by the offender, the offender's attorney ar family, ar on
his own good discretion.

A Judge may require an oral or a written pre-sentence investigation
report from the probation and parole officer to help him in arriving at a

wise decision.
In the latter case, as in the former, there is no scientific diagnostic

evaluation of the offender.

Although no method of selection lays claim to per

fection, one might speculate that either of these procedures may easily result
in decisions which are both detrimental to the individual and expensive to
the state:
If an offender who, from a diagnostic and treatment viewpoint, should

be in the penitentiary, Is placed on probation, he is not being helped in the
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best possible way and public life and property may be endangered.

If an offender who, from a diagnostic and treatment viewpoint, should
be placed on probation, serves a term In the penitentiary, he may not be

helped In the best possible way and the cost to the state Is many times that
of the proper treatment.
It has been shown In the preceding paragraphs, with respect to
Louisiana's correctional agencies as Instruments of social control, that

(1) neither ve nor their administrators know the scope of the problem with

which they are dealing, and (2) the methods of selecting the treatment agency
for offenders Is a matter of almost pure chance.
In view of the facts outlined, It might be asserted with some Justi

fication that the problem Is not even considered from this perspective.

To

Illustrate further:

In some areas of the state the probation and parole officers routinely
inform local law enforcement agencies of the names and addresses of probationers

and parolees they have under supervision; In other areas they do not do so.
There la a wide-spread antagonism between probation and parole officers, on
the one hand, and law-enforcement agencies on the other.

Probation and

parole officers often fear (sometimes Justifiably) that law-enforcement agencies
will harass their charges If they know vho they are and where they live.

Law-

enforcement officers often feel (sometimes Justifiably) that correctional
agencies return to the community persons who will likely continue to be a

menace to life and property.

Instead of a desirable cooperation In the pursuit

of a common ultimate objective, we have suspicion and a narrow provincialism.
Fundamentally, this seems to be a failure of both types of agencies to see

themselves as Instruments of social control.
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A First Step
Because the problem of the future development of Louisiana’s correc

tional agencies la one which can be seen from several perspectives and aspects;
since a clear picture of It Is possible therefore only from a multi-dimensional

understanding, an obvious procedure to follow in coping with the problem sug
gests Itself.

The establishment by legislation of a Louisiana Carrectloial

Commission to study and plan for the development and Integration of
Louisiana's correctional agencies and to recoonend legislation to accomplish
this seems to be an idea which has much merit.

What the composition of such

a commission should be is a question which is certainly moot and debatable.
A strong case could be made for the inclusion in its membership of a social
worker, a psychiatrist, a social research expert, an expert from the field

of government (possibly the Director of the Louisiana Legislative Council),
tho Attorney General or his representative, and a representative of the
Louisiana Peace Officers' Association.

It can hardly be denied that In spite of recent important developments

much remains to be done with respect to Louisiana's correctional agencies.

broad perspective and a rational approach promise rich social rewards and a

wise and economical expenditure of the money Invested by the state in Its
correctional agencies.

A
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